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JB Jb S Xह[MB XAtB JF TY FBwD  _Á�JBFÁD Je f|[W^E An tBTK JP UyJB _KTK EBtP 
घe�lB JP ह\ uF mM X_aB An ]CहrTK JB JFTB gP �BFNg JF X_DB ह\ k XQMJB �^D� 
�ABl mT X_Tr S©PMd� JK  `[WF MXहW fCD MPABEWv �KOr  An XTE�XUW MFINUr ,INUr 
uF fCD INUBDW �XWXTX�Dr Je MBARXहJ WyF IF Q`FT ^DBd-IO _KTK JK  XtY XEEa 
XJDB QB FहB ह\ k EK ]T IF W�B ]TJK  XTJZ MN`NX�Dr IF QBT tKEB हAtB gP JF Fहn 
हGk mM WFह UBFr �_Kar JK  `हbW `oK HX_EBMP �KOr An `�WP घZTBYN Tp �UWB ]^ICT 
JF FहP ह\ k �t[EcI mT ABAtr W�B TY FBwD _Á�JBFÁD JP घe�lB Je �DBIJ 
MN_g½ An _K�K QBTK JP HE£DJWB ह\ k  
 
 AKFB JK C� MFJBF MK H±ह ह\ XJ ]±EB_P dXWXEX�Dr JK  MA± [EcI Je 
Â|²ZdW F�WK हbY �eM JBDz DeQTB `TBY QBTK JP HE£DJWB ह\, XQMMK XEJBMB^AJ 
uF MbF�B^AJ Iहt�N IF dNgPFWB MK XEUBF JFb , J_A ]�BDB QB MJK k �CDEB_ k  

Announcement by Chair 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA): I have to inform 
Members that the Minister of Environment and Forests has requested 
the Chair to defer the calling attention on the stoppage of mining in 
Aravali Ranges. Accordingly, I am postponing the discussion to some 
other day. 

Shrimati Vasundhara Raje to move the motion for consideration of the 
Freedom of Information Bill, 2002. 

GOVERNMENT BILLS  

The Freedom of Information Bill, 2002 
THE MINISTER OF STATE OF THE MINISTRY OF SMALL SCALE 
INDUSTRIES THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF 
PERSONNEL, PUBLIC GRIEVANCES AND PENSIONS AND    
MINISTRY OF PLANNING, DEPARTMENT   OF   ATOMIC   ENERGY   
AND   DEPARTMENT   OF   SPACE (SHRIMATI VASUNDHARA RAJE):  
Sir, I move-That the Bill to provide for freedom to every citizen to 
secure access  to  information   under  the  control  of  public  
authorities, consistent  with  public  interest,  in  order to  promote  
openness, transparency and accountability in administration and in 
relation to matters connected therewith or incidental thereto, as passed 
by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 
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There is a world wide trend in democratic countries to have 
legislation for assuring to the citizens, the right of access to information 
maintained by the public authorities. This is an intrinsic element of the 
efforts to provide openness, transparency and accountability in 
administration, and, to ensure greater participation of the people in 
Government's decision making process. Transparency is seen as a 
vital element of good governance, and, has been advocated by 
agencies and citizen groups alike. Democracy, today, embraces a 
concept which goes beyond the traditional view of accountability of the 
Executive to the Legislature in a Parliamentary democracy, and, 
incorporates equal accountability of the administration to the people in 
terms of accessibility, standards of performance and service delivery. 

In our country also, there have been demands, for the past 
many years, for greater transparency and openness in the functioning 
of the Government. It is widely recognised that secrecy and lack of 
openness in functioning are major contributors to corruption and abuse 
of authority. Thus, right to information forms an important element of 
the programme for effective and responsive administration and Civil 
Service Reforms initiated by the Government. 

With this end in view, the Government had appointed a 
Working Group on "Right to Information and Promotion of Open and 
Transparent Government" under the Chairmanship of Shri H.D. 
Shourie. The Working Group was asked to examine the feasibility and 
need for, either full fledged Right to Information, or, its introduction in a 
phased manner to meet the needs of open and responsive 
governance. The Working Group submitted its Report in May, 1997. 
and, as a part of its work, drafted legislation on the following broad 
principles": 

(a) disclosure of information should be the rule and secrecy 
the exception; 

(b) the exception should be clearly defined; and 

(c) there should be an independent mechanism for 
adjudication of disparities between the citizens and the 
public authorities. 
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              The draft Bill and the Report of the Working Group were 
examinedin detail by three separate Groups of Ministers, at 
different times, who inturn, also had the benefit of the suggestions 
made by a Committee of Secretaries, who had discussed, earlier, 
in detail, the various provisions of the draft Bill. The proposed Bill, 
which was in accordance with both Article 19 of the Constitution 
and article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, was 
finally introduced in the Lok Sabha on 25th of July, 2000. 
Subsequent to its introduction, the Bill was referred to the 
Department related Parliamentary Standing Committee on Home 
Affairs for examination and report thereon. The Report of the 
Standing Committee was presented in both the Houses of 
Parliament on the 25th of July, 2001. 

The recommendations of the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee, except for a few departures, have been accepted by 
the Government and the Bill, which incorporates the amendments 
suggested by the Parliamentary Standing Committee and agreed 
to by the Government, has been passed by the Lok Sabha. 

May, I, therefore, Mr. Vice-Chairman Sir, commend the 
Bill to this august House. 

The question was proposed. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Thank you, 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, for giving me this opportunity to 
participate in this debate. I also thank the hon. Minister for 
bringing this legislation. Normally, I do not participate in the 
discussion on a legislation which has passed through a Committee 
headed by me. But this piece of legislation is not only an important 
one, it also aims at strengthening our parliamentary system, the 
democratic norms and transparency; it aims at arming our citizens 
with the right to information. 

Sir, it.is said that knowledge is power. The essential 
ingredient of knowledge is information. The history of this Bill goes 
back to -- perhaps, it originates from -- the observation of the 
Supreme Court that the right to information makes the freedom of 
speech and expression guaranteed in article 19, complete. The 
right to information strengthens the right to life and livelihood; it 
gives sustenance to life. I would not like to go into the details of its 
history and the various committees through which this Bill has 
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passed. But I would just like to point out that it has taken a little longer 
time. Even after the presentation of the Report of the Standing 
Committee in July, 2001, the Government has taken a little longer time 
to consider the various recommendations made by the Standing 
Committee. We had the privilege of having both the oral evidence and 
also a large number of written representations made by eminent 
organisations. There were three important organisations, namely, the 
Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, New Delhi, the Consumer 
Education and Research Centre, Ahemdabad, and the Mazdoor Kisan 
Shaktri Sangathan, Rajasthan. Three prominent individuals, namely, Dr. 
Madhav Godbole, the former Home Secretary of the Union 
Government, Mr. A.G. Noorani, an eminent columnist, and Justice 
Sawant, who was the Chairman of the Press Council of India, appeared 
before the Committee and gave their views, 

I would like to draw the attention of the hon. Minister, 
specially, to paragraph 7.2 of the Report, where it is pointed out - this 
is the relevance; and this has compelled me to participate in this 
discussion:- 

"The Committee is of the considered view that many of the 
important suggestions of the experts and organisations, as 
enumerated in para 7.1, have not been covered in the Bill. The 
Committee, therefore, recommends that the Government 
should consider these views and suggestions of the experts 
and organisations, and incorporate them in the Bill to make it 
comprehensive". 

Sir, formally, we did not move any amendments to the different 
clauses of the Bill, on the understanding that as it is a new piece of 
legislation - the Government had gone through various stages of 
discussions - even the Group of Ministers, to which a reference has 
been made by the hoh. Minister in her introductory remarks, had eight 
meetings; and the Group of Ministers was reconstituted thrice 
because, between 1997 and 2000, several Governments came to exist 
- the Government would consider all aspects. Instead of tying the 
hands of the Government with appropriate recommendations, we 
made a broad, general, recommendation in paragraph 7.2, and asked 
the Government to please consider the suggestions which have been 
enumerated. There are as many as 26 suggestions in paragraph 7.1"; 
but many of these suggestions have not been included in the Bill. I will 
just give you one example. Now, look at the 
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exemption category, which has been dealt with in clause 8. One can understand 
that information related to the Cabinet Committee should not be disclosed, but 
why are you extending this facility to the recommendations of the Committee of 
Secretaries? Why are you extending it to the civil servants, because there will 
always be a tendency to withhold information? If you are trying to create an open 
society by providing access to information, that access has to be made available. 
If one reads clause 8, and the exemptions which have been provided, one will find 
that the exemptions are much more than the right which you are giving in other 
clauses. Therefore, I would like to suggest that there should be one broad 
categorisation in respect of information to be provided. If the Government refuses 
to give any information, there must be a written reason why such information 
should not be given. 

Secondly, even in respect of the decisions of the Government, what 
happens now? We come to know about the decisions of the Government, which 
have been taken at the Cabinet level. Of course, it is not possible for the 
Government to tell us who said what at the Cabinet meeting. But, surely, when 
the Cabinet arrives at a decision, it is possible for the Government to announce 
the decision, backed by an explanatory note, giving the reasons and the 
circumstances under which the decision was taken. That will help the common 
people to understand, rather to appreciate the Government's decision in the 
proper perspective, and it will also help the Government to communicate with the 
people easily because the reasoned arguments of the Government in favour of the 
decision taken by the Government would be appreciated when this piece of 
information is available to them. 

Sir, the second suggestion which the Committee had made, and 
which I don't find in the Bill, is this. In the Schedule, you have given the 
name of the Central Intelligence organisations which will be exempted from 
the purview of the Bill. But the information ought to be made available to 
the people, not only from the Central Government, but from the State 
Governments also. At the Committee stage, we were told that the State 
Governments have not enumerated, they have not identified, the list of such 
organisations in regard to seeking information because some of the State 
Governments have made their own laws. States like Tamil Nadu, Goa, 
Maharashtra, Karnataka and Rajasthan have already enacted their own Right to 
Information legislations. But many States have not enacted the law and 
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the Central laws would be made available to them. If I understand 
correctly - if I am wrong, the Minister may correct me - the legislative 
competence of the Union Government is arriving in this case from Entry 
97 of the List 1 in the Seventh Schedule, because in List 1 of the 
Seventh Schedule, on which the Parliament has the competence to 
make laws, specifically, the right to information is not mentioned there. 
But, as early as in 1997, the Department-related Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on Home Affairs, while examining the Demands for Grants 
for the Department of Personnel, recommended that if the Government 
suffered from lack of legislative competence, it can take the help of 
Entry-97, which is a residuary clause, where the power is vested in the 
Union Government to make legislations through Parliament, if it is not 
specifically mentioned from Item Nos. 1 to 96. 

Therefore, you have the legislative competence. Now, the 
States, who have not passed their enactments, would like to take 
advantage of this law But there is no identification, there is no 
enumeration of the intelligence organisation, which will be exempted 
from the purview of the law. One-and-a-half years have passed since 
the report was tabled in both the Houses in July, 2001. We are 
discussing it in December, 2002. Even after one year, this information 
has not been made available. As a consequence of that, Mr. Vice-
Chairman, Sir, in the Bill, which we examined, in the Schedule, there 
were two Parts, Part-A and Part-B. Part-A related to the Central 
Government, and Part-B related to the State Governments. It is not 
seen now and you have simply dropped Part-B. That is not going to 
help us. You will have to impress upon the State Governments that 
when a Central Act is coming, they have to identify. If you come to the 
conclusion that they are not going to give you the information, please 
inform the Parliament that you have tried to have information from the 
State Governments but they are not giving you. 

The third point, to which I would like to draw the attention of 
the hon. Minister, has, on two aspects, there was a detailed 
discussion in the Committee and most of the representatives, who 
gave their evidence before the Committee, have suggested that the 
appeal should lie with the High Court. Now the appeal lies with the 
Departmental seniors, within the purview of the same Department. The 
appeal lies with the higher officers of the Department. The demand is, 
at least, one appeal should lie with the High Court. Courts are totally 
barred. I would also not like to burden the courts with all sorts of 
cases; but, at least, the High Court should have the right. I 
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am not talking about the writ jurisdiction that is inherent. But one 
appeal should lie with the High Court so that the Executive doesn't take 
any arbitrary decision. Once the arbitrary decision is taken by the 
Executive, it is supported by his superior. 

The next point, which I would like to emphasise is, there is no 
provision of penalty. If somebody deliberately conceals information, if 
somebody deliberately refuses to divulge information, which he is 
statutorily obliged to do, no provision of penalty has been incorporated 
in this Bill. We didn't make any specific recommendations on clause 13. 
As I said in the beginning, I don't want to tie the hands of the 
Government. I wanted the Government to have adequate flexibility. 
After considering the 26 major recommendations made by various 
organisations, whichever Government consider suitable and 
acceptable, they should have. But the whole purpose of the Bill is to 
provide a transparent, open, system where the citizens will have the 
right to information, on how decisions are made, who are responsible 
for the decision-making, what would be the impact of the decision, 
etc. Certain information would always be 'privileged information'. Even 
in the court, you can claim privilege. Certain information will always be 
classified. Even we have gone whole hog with the Government that 
period of classification should be 25 years, as many suggested that it 
should be 15 years. But you must give plausible explanations why it 
cannot be given and why it should not be given. Otherwise, the old 
Official secret Act, if it continues to remain and the same recalcitrant 
officers have no fear of penalty, then I am afraid, Mr. Vice-Chairman, 
Sir, the Bill will remain ineffective. Even many of the State Governments 
have provided penalty. They have provided a penalty of Rs.2000 or 
Rs.3000 which should be recovered from the salary of the erring and 
recalcitrant officers. I do feel the hon. Minister may consider that some 
sort of penalty is provided. It need not necessarily be departmental 
punishment. Even if you want to have departmental punishment, please 
do ensure that it becomes a major departmental penalty in the 
language of the Department of Personnel. This is a new piece of 
legislation which is opening a new area, as I pointed out, it is a 
beginning in the right direction, which many of the countries have 
introduced. If I remember correctly, the USA was the first to make 
legislation in this regard in 1966. Thereafter, many other matured 
democracies had this piece of legislation. We are also joining them. At 
the initial stage, there would be certain hesitant steps. But our steps 
should be in the right direction.With these words, and subject to my 
general observations, I 
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support and welcome this Bill. I thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman, for 
giving me this opportunity. 
 

����� j�k��� ��%�i (I|£UAP `NdBt ): ABTTPD ]IMgBLD� Aहe_D, Dह 
Qe MRUTB JK  fX�JBF JB X`t HDB ह\ , mMJK  ]ÄK£Dr Je tKJF XJMP JK  AT An XJMP 
gP �JBF JB MNaD हeTK JP QcFW Tहj ह\ k Q\MBXJ हABFK EXF²� MB�P �P �lE QP TK 
`WBDB XJ mMMK TY {XFTB �btWK हG uF {MB tdWB ह\.XJ HQB_P JK  mWTJ E�½ JK  
`B_ QTWB JK  MBATK Qe MBFP UPQn XSIP FहWP �j, EK MRUTB JK  ABLDA MK `BहF H 
QBYNdP uF aBMT An fX�J IBF_�aWB uF MFJBF JK  JBDzJtBIr An fX�J IBF_�aWB 
X_�Bp IoKdP k tKXJT fdF mM IF dहFBp MK XEUBF XJDB QBY We Dह [I²Z हeWB ह\ XJ 
Dह QT-]Iged JP Qdह, QT-_`BE Je `�BEB _KdB k MRUTB JB fX�JBF MNXE�BT JK  
19En fTb¤SK_ JK  WहW Mb�PA JeZz TK MbXT|£UW XJDB mMXtY MRUTB IBTB mM _Ka JK  
TBdXFJr JB AyXtJ fX�JBF ह\  tKXJT f` WJ mMJK  XtY Jep AaPTFP Tहj `TP ह\ k 
हAn mM AaPTFP Je ]It�� JFBTB हedB k हABFK IREz E~B TK gP JहB XJ mM X_aB An 
M`MK `oP `B�B Qe Hp ह\, Eह ह\ MFJBFP deITPDWB fX�XTDA uF fCD XTDAr JK  EK 
�BE�BT Qe tedr Je  MRUTB _KTK JK  [�BT IF MbF�B uF MFJBFP deITPDWB JP Ho An 
]Cहn MRUTB MK ENXUW JF _KWK हGk  
 Aहe_D, MT 1982 An A\¿DR JAKZP TK Jb S XM�BXFan JP �P k mM JAKZP TK 
MFJBFP deITPDWB JBTRT An gP Jb S MNae�T Mb�BY �K tKXJT EK MNae�T JBdQr IF हP 
Fह dY k �\M JB]XMt �� mNX�DB TK gP XE�KDJ JB YJ �B¯Z �[WbW XJDB �BN , IFNWb 
Eह gP QहBN JB WहBN Fह dDB k MT 1989 An DbTBmZK� ªN Z MFJBF Q` JK C� An Hp �P We 
QTEFP, 1980 An W^JBtPT ��BTANOP �P EP.IP. �Mह TK Qe JहB �B, ]MK AG ]ÀW JFTB 
UBहR NdP k  
 ]CहrTK  JहB �B XJ  
 
 ‘’�aBMT IF tedr JB XTDNOl `�BTK uF Ç²ZBUBF घZBTK JK  XtY MFJBF 
MRUTB Abह\DB JFBYdP k fdF MFJBF QTWB JK  fTbMBF JBA JFK We dtW JBAr IF 
JB�P Jb S fNJb a td MJK dB k MFJBFP deITPDWB JBTRT An MNae�T XJDB QBYdB uF 
हA MFJBF JK  JBAJBQ Je fX�J IBF_av `TBYNdK.... deITPDWB .EहP F�P  QBYdP 
QहBN Eह FB²�PD MbF�B uF XE_KaP ABAtr JK  XtY EBNXSW हedP k MRUTB JB f`B� �EBह 
QTWNO JP ARtgRW HE£DJWB ह\, IREz aWz ह\ k हA fIETK MNXE�BT An MRUTB JK  fX�JBF 
Je MbXT|£UW JFndn, _RF_azT uF HJBaEBlP Je [EBD©WB _P QBYdP k mMP MAD 
DR.Y�. TK YU.�P . ayFP JP fLD�WB An YJ JAKZP gP `TBp �P k ]MAn Jp fTbgEP 
uF EXF²� f�MF �Kk JAKZP TK YJ ÈB¯Z `TBDB �Bk Dह XE�KDJ ]MP �B¯Z JP WQz 
IF `TBDB dDB  tdWB ह\ k mMJK  Jb S �BE�BTr IF हA XEUBF JFn We mMJK  WPMFK qt�Q 
An JहB dDB ह\ , mM fX�XTDA JK  ]I`N�r JK  f�PT FहWK हbY MgP TBdXFJr Je MRUTB 
JP [EWNOWB हedP k  MRUTB JP [EWNOWB JP  IXFgB�B _KWK हbY JहB dDB ह\ MRUTB JP  
[EWNOWB MK XTiTtX�W JK  ABLDA ÀBFB XJMP teJ �BX�JBFP MK MRUTB fXg�B�W JFTK 
JB fX�JBF fXg�KW ह\  
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( a)  XTFP�l ]ÀFl uF XZ�Il tKTB k  

(b ){MK teJ �BX�JBFP JK  XJCहj fXgtK�r JP �ABXlW �XWDBN fXg�B�W JFTB k  

(c)QहBN {MP QBTJBFP JB gN�BFl XJMP fCD Db|~ An XJDB QBWB हG , EहBN X�[JK Zr, 
¯tBXIDr, mt\q��XTJ MB�Tr DB ��Z H]Z JK  ABLDA MK fXg�B�W JFTB ह\ k  
 
 ]IMgBLD� Aहe_D, mMP �A An MRUTB JP IXFgB�B mM cI An JP dDP 
ह\ k MRUTB JB f�z ह\, XJMP cI An Jep MBA±P Qe �aBMT, �IFKaT DB I|�tJ 
f��XFZP JK  XTlzDr MK MN`À हe k XE�KDJ An I|�tJ f��XFZP Je gP IXFgBX�W 
XJDB dDB ह\k I|�tJ f��XFZP JB HaD ]M fX�JBFP DB MN[�B MK ह\ Qe ]IDb~ 
aBMT ÉBFB XT��XFW XTDAr JK  WहW dX�W XJDB dDB हe uF ]MP An aBMT ÉBFB 
�^D� DB IFe� WyF IF XE©PD XTDNOl gP ]M I|�tJ f��XFZP Je �B�W हedB k 
qtBQ-4 An I|�tJ f��XFZP JK  JWz�Dr JB gP XEEFl X_DB dDB ह\ k Eह f ITK 
MBFK XFJB�½ Je AnZKT F�KdB, �DEXM�W ÊNd MK J\ Zt��dd uF mN�\¦qMd JFKdB k 
Jb S fNWFBtr IF Eह MRUTBYN �JBXaW gP JFKdB uF XJMP gP TBdXFJ JP 
QcFW IF Eह MBFP MRUTBYN �PJ Abह\DB JFBYdB k I|�tJ f��XFZP MgP �BMNXdJ 
W¿Dr Je �JBXaW JFKdB uF fITK XTlzDr JB JBFl gP  `WBYdB k qt�Q -4 An 
हP JहB dDB ह\ XJMP IXFDeQTB JK  abc हeTK IF ]MJK  `BFK An ]MMK �gBXEW हeTK 
EBtK �D|~ Je हP ]MK �BM cI An Abह\DB JFBDB QBYdB k AG mM MN_gz An JहTB 
UBहR NdP XJ fdF I|�tJ f��XFZP हP fITK MBFK JWz�Dr JB XTEzहT �PJ MK JF 
tKWB ह\ We aBD_ XJMP Je gP MRUTB ABNdTK JP QcFW हP T IoK qDrXJ Eह MRUTB 
Q` �b_-`-�b_ XAt QBYdP We MRUTB IBTK JK  XtY XJMP gP �JBF JB IBIo K̀tTK 
JP QTWB Je Jep QcFW Tहj हedP k tKXJT X`t An हP Jहj gP Dह Tहj `WBDB 
dDB XJ fdF I|�tJ f��XFZP fITK JWz�Dr JB XTEzहT Tहj JFWB We ]MJK  XtY 
MQB JB qDB �BE�BT हedB k mM IF XE�KDJ An XE[MADJBFP Ub�IP ह\ AKFP FBD An 
XE�KDJ JP Dह `हbW `oP JAQeFP ह\ k हBtBNXJ XE�KDJ JK  ARt ]ÀK£D JB AG 
[EBdW JFWB हR Nk हe MJWB ह\ , mMMK _Ka JP `हbW `oP MN�DB An ted ]^MBXहW हBN 
XJ f` ]Cहn MBFP MRUTBYN XAt QBYNdP k tKXJT I|�tJ f��XFZP  IF MQB  JB gP 
Jep �BE�BT हeTB UBXहY k ABTTPD ANOP QP MK AG Dह IRSTB UBहR NdP XJ qDB mM 
�JBF JP Jep MQB JB �BE�T हeTB UBXहY k ABTTPD ANOP QP MK AG Dह IRSTB 
UBहR NdP qDB mM �JBF JP Jep MQB JB �BE�BT F�TB UBहndKk f` हA JBTRT JK  
WहW mM IF HYN We _K�ndK XJ mMAn �BE�BT ह\ XJ MRUTB IBTK JK  XtY XTEK_T 
JFTB हedB tKXJT ]M XTEK_T JP fQv gP JgP JgP ANQRF Tहj हeWP k fdF Dह 
fQv ANQRF Tहj हeWP ह\ We fIPt _b`BFB JP QBYdP k fIPt XJMMK JP , JË JP 
QBY, Jep gP �D|~ mM �JBF MK mMJK  `BFK An, IB|�tJ f��XFZP JK  `BFK An DB 
IB|�tJ mT��A®aT HX�MF JK  `BFK An �PJ �PJ MA� Tहj IBWB ह\ k Dह JहB 
dDB ह\ XJ WPT X_T JK  gPWF D�eXUW fX�JBFP JK  IBM fIPt JF MJWB ह\| Eह 
YJ f�MF हe MJWB ह\, M\JK ZFP हe MJWB ह\ , {X�aTt M\�K ZFP हe MJWB ह\, 
Eह mMP �JBF JB Jep ]¤U fX�JBFP हe MJWB ह\ ktKXJT mMAn `हbW _KF td 
QBWP ह\ k AG DहBN JहTB UBहR NdP XJ JK C� MFJBF uF FBwD MFJBFr JK  IBM mM 
�JBF JK  Qe �BE�BT ह\, I|�tJ f��XFZP Je M`MK IहtK  fITP �DRZP XTgBTP  
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UBXहY uF Qe `BF-`BF fQv JFTK JB ABAtB ह\, DहBN fQv _P QBY, DहBN T ANQRF हe We 
X�F uF Jहj _P QBY, Dह {MB ह\ Q\MK XJ IRFP QtK`P `TBTK JP �X�DB ह\ k MA� An 
Tहj HWB XJ MRO JहBN MK IJoB QBY uF JहBN SeoB QBY°k Aहe_D, �\ Q TK fITP YJ 
JXEWB An JहB �B घ`FBJF mJ X_T हATK, M`MK DRN TBWB Weo X_DB k {MB tdWB ह\ Qe 
fQv ABTP हP Tहj QBWP ह\ We घ`FBJF M`MK TBWB WeoJF UbIUBI `\� QBWB ह\ k 

(]IMgBIXW IP�BMPT हbp  ) 
 
 ]MK Jp `BF {MB tdWB ह\ XJ Ç²ZBUBF mM WFह �DB�W हe dDB ह\ XJ XJM 
XJM JB TBA tPXQY, XJM XJM Je FemY, HFBA `oP UPQ ह\, AbहN ÊJJF MemY 
MeUJF Eह gP UbIUBI Fह QBWB ह\ uF MeUWB ह\ f` Jहj MK ]MK XJMP �JBF JP 
MRUTB Tहj  XAtKdPk MRUTB JP tN`P WBXtJB�N Je mM �JBF _K X_DB QBWB ह\ Q\MK 
DK.DK.DK.DK MBFP MRUTBYN हGk mM MRघP An `WBDB dDB ह\, Qe gBFW MFJBF JP [EBD©WB 
MK QboB ह\, f�N�WB MK QboB ह\, _Ka JP MbF�B MK QboB ह\, FlTPXW MN`N�P MRUTBYN हG, DK 
MBFP UPQn ]MAn Tहj HYdP k  
 Aहe_D, YJ `oP MRUP IF Q` mM �JBF JP `NX_a tdB _P QBWP ह\ XJ DK 
MBFP UPQn XJMP gP cI An QTWB JP MRUTB MK `BहF हG We MeUWP हR N XJ mM X`t JK  tBTK 
JK  `BEQR_ mMJP `हbW Jb S ANaB IRFP Tहj हedP k fgP हBt हP An XEXTEKa IF UU� हe 
FहP �Pk ABT tPXQY XJMP JN ITP JK  XEXTEKa JB ABAtB ह\, XJMP uF UPQ JB ABAtB 
ह\ uF JK X`TKZ An YJ X�MPQT tK XtDB dDB uF Jह X_DB dDB XJ Dह FB²�PD XहW MK 
QboP हbp `BW ह\ uF FB²�PD XहW MK QboP हbp `BW Je I|�tJ JK  XहW An J\ MK tBDB QB 
MJWB ह\ ? We Eह MBFP UPQn EहP JP EहP Fह QBWP हG uF `BहF Tहj H IBWP हGkmMP 
MNM_ An YJ `BW हbp �P XJ teJIBt XE�KDJ IBM हe QBYdB k teJIBt XE�KDJ IBM 
हeTK JK  `B_ XJMP JK  IBM, XJMP gP `oK fX�JBFP JK  IBM f�EB XJMP FBQTPXWJ TKWB 
JK  IBM �T JहBN MK HDB , MiIXW JहBN MK Hp, mT M` UPQr JP XE[W§W QBTJBFP 
QTWB Je _P QB MJWP �P tKXJT DK MBFP UPQn fgP WJ Tहj हe IBp हGk Jp `BF {MB 
हeWB ह\ XJ ZK`t JK  ¬IF qDB `BW हeWP ह\ uF ZK`t JK  TPUK qDB `BW हeWP ह\, Dह MBFP 
UPQn gP QTWB Je ABtRA Tहj हeWP k `oK `oK ted MA�yWB JF tKWK हG uF QTWB JK Et 
_K�WP Fह QBWP ह\ XJ ]TJB _Ka, Qe ]TJB fITB AहBT _Ka ह\, XQMJK  XtY MNXE�BT 
An dBFNZP _P dp ह\ XJ Dह _Ka ]T M` tedr JB ह\ XQCहrTK MNXE�BT JP aI� tP ह\ 
tKXJT {MB Jb S हeWB Tहj ह\ k E\�BXTJ MNJZ JP `BW ]�B _P QBWP ह\ uF QTWB Je 
MRUTB JK  fX�JBF MK ENXUW JF X_DB QBWB ह\ k  
 ]IMgBIXW Aहe_DB, YJ uF W¿D AG mM XE�D An Dह `WBTB UBहR NdP XJ HQ 
`हbW MBFP UPQn हG �K� tBmMnM Je tKJF, �DBEMBXDJ UPQr Je tKJF k EहBN gP Dह Jह 
X_DB QBWB ह\ XJ Dह �DBIBXFJ, EBXl|wDJ deITPDWB ह\ uF mM �DBIBXFJ, 
EBXl|wDJ deITPDWB JP QBTJBFP _Ka JP HA QTWB Je Tहj _P QBYdPk fdF _Ka 
JP HA QTWB Je हP fITK _Ka JP MBFP UPQr Je QBTTK JB fX�JBF Tहj ह\ uF ]MK 
`BF `BF dbAFBह FहTB IoWB ह\  
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We YJ HQB_ _Ka JP ARtgRW aWz हP �^A हe QBWP ह\ k mM X`t An AG Dह QeoTB 
UBहR NdP XJ I|�tJ mT��AnaT JK  XtY JA MK JA XQM fX�JBFP Je EहBN F�B 
QBY,]MJB Dह _BXD^E हe XJ Eह MRUTB JK  XtY Qe Jep gP �D|~ HDB हe, ]M 
�D|~ Je XJMP gP cI An dbAFBह T JFKk JK C� uF FBwD MǸ N� mMMK QcF �gBXEW 
हedn mMXtY mMAK IBF_�aWB tBTP QcFP ह\ k fdF qt�Q 8 JP Ho An IBNU S: `BF 
HJF gP EBNXSW MRUTBYN XJMP �D|~ Je T XAtn We Dह ]MJK  XtY fMNgE हe QBWB ह\ 
k X�F DहBN ��z IBZv JP `BW JP dp ह\ k ]M ��z IBZv JK  ABLDA MK MRUTB J\ MK XAtKdP, 
XJM cI An XAtKdP, Dह mM XE�KDJ An YJ `हbW `oP �BAP ह\, mMK gP हAn LDBT An 
F�TB UBXहY, MRUTB �B�W JFTK JK  XtY 25 X_T IहtK TeXZM _KTB IoKdB k ]MJK  `B_ 
30 X_T uF X�F 60 X_Tr JK  `B_ X�F 25 DB 30 X_T tdndKk mM WFह Dह YJ tN`P 
�X�DB हe QBYdP uF MRUTB UBहTK EBtB JK Et mNWQBFr JK  fNWहPT XMtXMtK An 
]t�JF Fह QBYdB k AG YJ `BW dNgPFWBIREzJ MFJBF JK  LDBT An tBTB UBहR NdP k 
IहtP Dह XJ mM _Ka JP f�z�DE[�B JP QoK XQM �JBF �e_P QB FहP ह\, Ç²ZBUBF 
XQM �JBF �DB�W हe FहB ह\ ,mMK MgP QBTWK हGk fdF हA IRFP QTWB Je IBF_�aWB JK  
MB� _Ka JK  हF AbÄK JP QBTJBFP X_tBTn JK  XtY MFJBF Je XT_®XaW JF MJWK हG, 
MFJBF fdF mM X_aB An HdK `� MJWP हG We Ab�K tdWB ह\ XJ Dह X`t XQM AहÌ 
]ÄK£D Je tKJF HDB ह\, ]M ]ÀK£D An mMK `हbW `oP M�tWB XAtKdP k Ç²ZBUBF Je 
�^A JFTB DB JA JFTB mMJK  tÍD An HYdB k IBF_�aWB JFTB uF MRUTB JK  
fX�JBF Je fXTEBDz `TB _KTB हedB tKXJT mM XE�KDJ JK  fNWdzW HI Ç²ZBUBF Je 
XJM JeTK MK FeJ MJn dK, Jहj T Jहj,T Jep XS� {MB gP हedB XQMMK UeF _FEBQK MK 
XTJt gBdKdBk fX�XTDA XQM IPHp� JP `BW JFWB ह\,Eह JyT ह\| ]MJB [ZKZM 
qDB हedB , ]MJP De DWB qDB हedP? Eह XJM cI An mT MBFK XTDAr, JBTRTr IF 
LDBT _KdB uF J\ MK MRUTB JB fX�JBF MBFK _Ka JP QTWB Je Abह\DB JFBDB QB MJK dB 
k APX�DB fdF MWJz  FहK We Eह MRUTBYN JB�P Jb S _K MJWB ह\k mM _Ka An `हbW MBFK 
YT.QP.�Q. gP ह\, Qe _Ka JP gtBp JK  XtY JBA JF FहK हGk Jb S �DBEMBXDJ uF 
EBXl|wDJ ted हG Qe MRUTBYN �B�W JFTB UBहndK, Jb S {MK ted हG Qe UBहndK XJ mM 
MRUTB�N Je IBJF,EK fITK _Ka JK  XEJBM An HdK `�Kk AG Dह JहTB UBहR NdP XJ MFJBF 
mM X`t Je IBM JFK uF HA QTWB Je MRUTB JB fX�JBF _K k HQ QTWB Q` 
MRUTB JK  fX�JBF Je �B�W JF MJK dP, MFJBF JK  JBD½ An IBF_�aWB HYdP We 
�b_`�b_ mM _Ka MK Ç²ZBUBF _RF हe QBYdB k 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY (Andhra Pradesh): 
Madam Deputy Chairman, I thank you for giving me this opportunity to 
speak on this Bill. It was a long-pending desire of the people of this 
country to have this piece of legislation so that they could have access 
to the information. I welcome this piece of legislation, which is basically 
designed to ensure openness, transparency, and accountability in 
administration. A parliamentary democracy can become meaningful 
only if it is a participatory democracy; a system where ordinary citizens 
are allowed to develop a sense of belonging in the day-to-day 
administration. This is possible only when there is a transparency in 
administration, and every 
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citizen has access to public records, and the functioning of the 
Government. Through this enactment, the Right to Information is 
sought to be conferred upon the citizens of this country. It is a basic 
right. Therefore, I welcome this Bill. In our country, this type of 
legislation would be very useful, as it would strengthen our democracy. 
We are like a very strong knit-family, and our strength lies in unity in 
diversity. We may defer with each other on some issues, but once a 
majority section takes a decision, we abide by it. That is our strength. 
Sharing of the existing information, exchanging information, and 
access to information must be given to the people as a right, because 
it would help in taking correct decisions. 

Madam, I would like to mention one thing. In our country, 
people elect their representatives right from the panchayat level to the 
parliamentary level. The representatives, once elected, are supposed 
to take an 'Oath of Secrecy' before taking charge of their office. This is 
where I defer. People should have access to information, and they 
should not be kept in dark. The people elect their representatives, but 
these representatives deny information to those very people who 
elected them. The 'Oath of Secrecy' should be reviewed, or, it should 
be discouraged. Madam, I would like to know from the hon. Minister 
whether this Bill would be a further improvement on article 19(a) of the 
Constitution which confers the Right to Information to all its citizens. 
This Freedom of Information Bill should be renamed as the Right of 
Information Bill. That would be appropriate; it would strengthen the 
democracy, it would strengthen the people of our country. 

All these days, the people of this country have been kept in 
dark with regard to the preparation of the Budget. We treat it as a 
secret document. Madam, through you, I would like to inform the hon. 
Minister that in Andhra Pradesh, the involvement of the people has 
been encouraged at the initial stage of the preparation of the Budget 
itself. The State Government had tried to take their opinion, and their 
.participation was there at the stage of the preparation of the Budget 
only. Earlier, we had instances when Ministers were made to resign for 
leakage of the information relating to Budget. But days have changed. 
Now, the people should have information, they should have 
knowledge, and they should be allowed to participate in the decision-
making process. Participation of the people in the Budget-making 
process is there in Andhra Pradesh. Last year, before the presentation 
of the Budget, the Minister of Finance went to the people. 
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The Minister of Finance went to the people and requested them to offer 
their suggestions, to give their opinions, to narrate their problems, 
plight, etc. to the Government so as to incorporate all these things in 
the Budget. This is a very good thing. Madam, right from the time of 
our freedom, we should have involved the people in our Budget 
preparations. Preparing the Budgets in Delhi and at the State level, and 
throwing them down below is not yielding good results. For this 
particular reason, I would like that people have the right to information. 
Then only, they can have their say in the Budget preparations. Madam, 
in Andhra Pradesh, we have gone a step ahead. The entire 
proceedings of the Assembly are telecast live and all documents 
pertaining to Government works, pertaining to the Government 
decisions, etc., are put on the Internet. Everybody can have access to 
Government's documents and the people can have information from 
the Government officers. By this, they can have a fresh look at the 
activities of the Government, and can also offer their suggestions to the 
Government. 

Madam, I understand, the idea of this Bill is to promote 
openness, transparency and accountability. On the one hand, we are 
uttering all these big words, but on the other hand, I find there are a lot 
of restrictions by way of clauses 5 and 8. Madam, clause 5 makes 
provisions for appointment of Public Information Officers who have 
been charged with the duty of dealing with the requests for information 
from the members of the public. Public information officers are the 
agencies through which public will have the benefit of information as 
provided in the Bill, and, without them, the Bill will be reduced almost 
to nullity. But, surprisingly, the Bill is silent about the status of these 
officers, their qualifications or the methods of their selection and 
recruitment. Instead of leaving these details to be prescribed by the 
rules, the Bill should have given some idea about these appointments. 

The other aspect about which I would like to speak is with 
regard to clause 8. Here, I would like to mention that a lot of restrictions 
are put, more particularly, in clause 8(e). Madam, the Bill contains a 
long list of items whereon the information sought will not be disclosed. I 
shall refer only to some of them. There is a provision in clause 8(e) 
under which the minutes, records of advice including legal advice or 
opinions cannot be disclosed. Why not? What is the harm in informing 
the public of the legal advice or the opinion, after the Government has 
taken any decision with regard to a matter? And, then clause 8(f) 
debars information with regard to "trade or commercial secrets" of the 
Government.   This is incomprehensible because 
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in this era, there can be no trade secret at all when the W.T.O. regime 
is functioning almost throughout the world. If, for instance, a country is 
dumping a particular commodity at the cost of farmers of our country, 
should it be classified as a 'trade secret or as a commercial secret'? I 
think, definitely, it cannot be. 

When a person seeks any information, the time limit proposed 
to be given to the administration is 30 days. This period, I think, is too 
long. We are in an electronic age and any information can be given 
through the electronic media. 

Madam, there are also no provisions with regard to penal 
clauses. When an officer denies or when an officer prohibits a person 
to have access to information, there is no penal provision in this Bill. 
That should be there. Apart from this, the people - whose expectations 
are very high - are deprived of their legal rights also. In a small office 
like Tehsil Office or Revenue Office, when people request the officers to 
give some information pertaining to their own land, even that, the 
officers generally refuse to give. This should be a right of the people. As 
I have said earlier, the Government of Andhra Pradesh has put 
everything on Internet, and the interface between the officers and 
people are reduced... As a result the people can save their time, 
money and energy. They can also invest all these things in some other 
areas to strengthen themselves and the country. Therefore, I request 
that there should be a re-thinking in regard to clause 8. So many 
restrictions on information will dilute the very purpose of the Bill. That 
should be looked into. 

On clause 5 also, the toon. Minister should come out with 
specific details of appointment and recruitment procedures and the 
officers to be designated. All these things should be clearty told to the 
people, through this House. 

With these comments, I support the Bill. 

)������� : �P ]_D �WBI �Mह k HI tNU JK  `B_ `etndK XJ fgP k  
�� )!& ���� l�ह ( ]©F �_Ka ) : tNU JK  `B_ k  

)������� : UBF XATZ uF हG  
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So, I can adjourn for lunch now. There are certain amendments also 
given by Shri Prithviraj Chavan. They will also be circulated. So, you 
can speak after lunch. 

The House is adjourned for lunch for one hour. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at fifty-six minutes past twelve 
of 

the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at one minute past two of the 

clock, 

[THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair.] 

)������� : �P ]_D �WBI �Mह k  
 
 �� )!& ���� l�ह :  ABTTPD ]IMgBIXW QP, mM MRUTB �B|�W JK  fX�JBF 
JB X`t tBJF mM MFJBF TK MहP X_aB An YJ `हbW QcFP J_A ]�BDB ह\ XQM JB हA 
M` ted `हbW X_Tr MK, Qe gP FBQTPXW An ह\, QcFW AहMRMB JFWK FहK हG k QहBN YJ 
WF� MFJBF JK  JBAJBQ An mM MK IBF_�aWB HWP ह\, Eहj _RMFP �F QTWB JP cXU 
uF gBdP_BFP gP MFJBFP JBAJBQ An `�WP ह\k MFJBF qDB JFTK QB FहP ह\, ]M JP 
DeQTBYN qDB हG uF ]T DeQTB�N JB Eह JBD�CEDT J\ MK JFKdP, mT M` `BWr Je 
QBTTK JB fX�JBF HA H_AP Je ह\ uF �BMJF AW_BWB Je ह\ k  
 
 Aहe_DB, fdF हA �QBNWO JK  mXWहBM IF �eoP TQF �BtK We  A\ TBJBZ� MK 
tKJF HQ WJ JK  �QBWNO JK  XEJBM JP MBFP �X�DB JK  IPSK, mM mXWहBM JP �X�DB 
JK  IPSK FBmZ ZR  Te DBTP QBTTK JB fX�JBF ह\k mM An MRUTB _KTK JB fX�JBF uF 
MRUTB IBTK JB fX�JBF Ab�D a|~ FहP ह\ k fdF QTWB Je Dह X�� ह\ We ]MK `WBDB 
gP QBTB UBXहY XJ MFJBF XJM �JBF MK JBA JFWP हG WgP ]M JP ]M An cXU `�KdPk 
XIStK X_Tr XQWTK `oK `oK Ç²ZBUBF JK  ABAtr An MN_Kह JP Mbp `हbW MP Qdह घRAWP 
FहP, ]M JB YJ JBFl Dह gP FहB XJ _eTr �F MK mM fX�JBF JK  fgBE Je AहMRM 
XJDB dDB k Aहe_DB, AG YJ `BW uF JXहTB UBहWB हR N XJ Q` Jep ]¨AP Jep ]¨A 
tdBWB ह\ DB Jep TyQEBT fITK QPET JP Tp abcHW JFTB UBहWB ह\ We ]MK `हbW MP 
`BWn MRUTB QBTTK JP QXZt �X�DB JK  JBFl fTbIt�� FहWP हG XQT JP EQह MK ]T 
JK  MITK f�FK Fह QBWK हG k mMXtY YJ WF� QहBN MFJBFP deITPDWB JB XMÀBNW ह\R , AG 
Dह Tहj JहWB XJ Dह X`�Jb t Tहj हeTP UBXहY, deITPDWB gP Jहj Jहj `हbW QcFP ह\ 
uF mM An ]T JK  `BFK An YJ MRUP _P dDP ह\ k X��K CM JB ABAtB ह\ uF {MP `BWn हGk _Ka 
JP YJWB uF f�N�WB JK  XtY QहBN IF Dह HE£DJ ह\ EहBN IF Dह Fहn, mMAn Jep _e 
FBD Tहj ह\, mMMK Jep mNJBF Tहj JF MJWB k tKXJT , ]IMgBIXW Aहe_DB, Dह gP 
`हbW QcFP ह\ XJ ]MJP Ho An JgP JgP {MP MRUTB�N Je `BX�W XJDB QBWB ह\, Qe 
QTeIDedP हG uF ]T MRUTB�N JP fTbIt��WB  
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Jp TyQEBTe uF Jp ]�XADr Je fINd `TB _KWP ह\| mM MN`N� AK AKFB YJ 
XTEK_T ह\ XJ mM X`t An Dह gP �BE�BT FहTB UBXहY XJ Dह �BXJDB mWTP 
QXZt T,हe XQMJK  JBFl mMJK  �BE�BTe,M` �BE�BTe JK  हeWK हbY ted 
ENXUW Fह QBNY| 
 
 Aहe_DB, MFJBFP JBAJBQ An deITPDWB JB XMÀBNW fN±KQr JK  QABTK AK ]TK 
XtY YJ JBFdF हX�DBF �B uF Eह mMJB �Ded `oK JyatIRlzÊNd MK aBMT Je 
UtTK, fITB FBQ `TBY F�TK JK  XtY , हAK IFB�PT F�TK JK  XtY XJDB JFWK �K k 
]TJP {MP Jep ANaB Tहj �P Eह UBहWK gP Tहj �K XJ MFJBF JK  JBAJBQ AK HA 
QTWB JP Jp gBdP_BFP हe qDrXJ Dह ]TJK  XtY घBWJ हe MJWB �Bk mMPXtY Q` 
JBN±KM JP [�BITB हbp We Y0�0 ÎRA TK fITK gB�l An JहB �B XJ YJ {MB  �eFA  
हeTB UBXहY, Qe MFJBF JP DeQTB�N JP MRUTB QTWB Je _K uF QTWB JP fIK�BYN 
qDB हG mMJP MRUTB Eह MFJBF Je _Kk We QTWB Je Dह QBTTK JB fX�JBF ह\ uF 
mMJP HE£DJWB HQ MK Tहj `|�J हAKaB MK FहP ह\ k fN±Qr TK mMJP ]IK�B mMXtY 
JP �P XJ mM MbXE�B Je QWTB Je _KTK MK ]Cहn MNJeU �B XJ Dह ]TJK  XtY घBWJ हe 
MJWB �Bk HQ QABTB `_t dDB ह\ uF mMXtY QTWB Je Dह fX�JBF हeTB UBXहYk 
fdF teJWNO An, QTWNO An gP HQ QTWB Je, teJ Je WNO JP QBTJBFP Tहj हedP 
We Ab�K aBD_ Dह aKF I�TB IoKdB k  
 
  XQCहrTK QBT _KJF ADJ_K JP H`c F� tP k  
  EहP YJ YJ JWFK JK  XtY WFMBY QBWK हGk k  
 
 Aहe_DB, AG Dह XTEK_T JFTB UBहWB हR N XJ deITPDWB JB XMÉBFB fITP Qdह 
IF FहK, tKXJT ]M An Qe Ab�K �F ह\ ]MJB XTFBJFl QcF MFJBF JP WF� MK हeTB 
UBXहY XJ ]M deITPDWB JK  XMÀBNW An uF mM X`t JK  ÉBFB Qe HI MbXE�B QTWB Je 
_KTK QB FहK ह\, ]MAn HdK UtJF XJMP �JBF JP Jep F[MBJaP T हek mMP JK  MB� AG 
YJ `BW uF JहTB UBहWB हR N uF Eह Dह XJ  हABFK MBNM_r JB XEJBM DeQTB JK  MǸ N� An 
JgP JgP `oP ]dXtDBN ]�Bp QBWP हG uF `BWn JP QBWP ह\ XJ ]TJB ]IDed Tहj हe IB N
FहB ह\, f�`BFr An gP JgP mMMN`N� An HWB ह\ uF QTWB gP हAn IRSWP ह\k ]TJe {MP 
Jep MRUTB Tहj XAtWP XJ TBAzM qDB , XJM H�BF IF JहBN JBA X_DB dDB, J\ MK X_DB 
dDB, {MP {MP `हbW MP `BWn हG AG mMAn wDB_B XE[WBF MK Tहj QBTB UBहWB, tKXJT XM�z  
Ab�K maBFB Dह JFTB ह\ XJ fdF QTWB JP gBdP_BFP हe, QTWB Je XE£EBM An XtDB 
QBD, QTWB fdF QBTTB UBहK XJ ]MK `WBDB QBY, We {MP `हbW MP `BWn ]oP ]oP 
X�FWP ह\, Qe fMF QTWB An UU� JB XE�D `T QBWP ह\ uF Qe हABFK FBQT\XWJ QPET 
JK  XtY gP abg Tहj ह\, Dह M` _K�TK MbTTK An Tहj HYNdP k mMXtY Dह MBFP MRUTBYN 
QTWB WJ QBYN, Dह `हbW QcFP ह\ k  
 Aहe_DB, AG DहBN YJ `BW uF JहTB UBहWB हR N XJ Dह Qe HITK mMAn 
�BE�BT XJY हG, mMAn I|�tJ mC�eFAKaT H�PMF Je Dह fX�JBF X_DB ह\ XJ Eह 
Q` UBहK W` XJMP JB gP Y|�tJK aT DB ]MJB Qe �B�zT IO ह\, ]MJe X`TB JBFl 
`WBY FÄ JF _Kk Dह We X�F {MB हe QBYdB XJ mMAn MN_Kह JP FBQTPXW हeTK tdKdP 
uF Q` MN_Kह JP FBQTPXW हeTK tdKdP uF Q` Dह QBTB QBTK tdKdB XJ Jep XT|£UW 
H�BF Tहj ह\ FÄ JFTK  
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JB We X`t JK  IBM हeTK JK  `B_ gP QTWB Je Dह  MBFP MbXE�BYN ]It�� Tहj हedj, Eह tBg 
Tहj हedB, XQMJP fIK�B हA JF FहK हGk mMXtY AG UBहWB हR N XJ MFJBF JP WF� MK mM 
�JBF JB gP Jep XT|£UW MNae�T tBDB QBY XJ fdF Jep I|�tJ mC�BFAKaT HX�MF 
FÄ JFK We Eह ]MJK  JBFl gP `WBY uF IहtK MK Jep TBiMz gP हr, Qe QTWB JK  MBATK हr 
XJ mT mT `BWr IF FÄ XJDB QB MJWB ह\ k MBFK JK  MBFK fX�JBF I|�tJ mC�BFAKaT 
HX�MF Je Tहj X_Y QBTK UBXहY k  
 
 mMP WFह MK YJ _RMFP `BW �PM JK  `BFK An ह\, mMJK  gP Jep [I²Z TBiMz MFJBF 
JP WF� MK `TTK UBXहY uF DB We DK MRUTB JK  Aह^E JK  XहMB` MK हr IहtK MK हP 
MbXT|£UW हrk mMK mC�BFAKaT fX�JBFP JK  ¬IF X`�Jb t Tहj SeoB QBTB UBXहY k Dह AG 
HIJK  ABLDA MK MFJBF MK JहTB UBहWB हR N k  
 
mCहj UN_ `BWr JK  MB� AG mM X`t JB HAWyF MK MA�zT JFWB हR Nk �CDEB_ k  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Everybody is going to vote on the 
Bill now. Why should we not go a little bit faster? If there is nothing 
controversial, it will be better to give suggestions only, and the Minister 
will consider them. I am suggesting this because everybody is 
supporting it, and the opinion is the same. Mr. Apte, if you don't mind, 
I would call Mr. P.G. Narayanan to speak first. 

SHRI B.P. APTE (Maharashtra) : It is all right, Madam. I have 
no problem. 

SHRI P.G. NARAYANAN (Tamil Nadu): Madam Deputy 
Chairperson, it is, now, widely recognised that freedom to every citizen 
to secure access to information about the Government's functioning is 
a vital component of democracy. Meaningful participation of people on 
major issues affecting their lives is, now, a vital component of the 
democratic governance, and such participation can hardly be effective, 
unless people have information about the way the Government 
business is transacted. 'Democracy' means a choice, and a sound and 
informed choice will be possible only on the basis of knowledge. 

Modern democracy embraces a wider and more direct concept 
of accountability, a concept that goes beyond the traditionally well-
established principle of accountability of the Executive to the Legislature 
in a parliamentary democracy. Increasingly, the trend is towards 
accountability, in terms of the standard of performance and service 
delivery of public 
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agencies to the citizen groups, they are required to serve. Such 
accountability is possible only when the people have access to 
information, relating to the functioning of the constitutional agencies. 

The freedom of information is, by necessary implication, 
included in the freedom of speech and expression, implicitly 
guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution, which says, 

"All citizens have the right- 

(a) to freedom of speech and expression." 

The only limitation recognised on the above fundamental right 
is the one found in Article 19(2) of the Constitution, which provides: 

"Nothing in sub-clause (a) of clause (1) of Article 19 shall 
affect the operation of any existing law, or prevent the State 
from making any law, in so far as such law imposes reasonable 
restrictions on the exercise of the right conferred by the said 
sub-clause in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of 
India, the security of the State..." 

The right to inform and the right to be informed were held to 
coexist. In our country, where a large section of population is illiterate, 
having no access to media, even the apex court stressed the relevance 
of a Central agency, representing all sections of the community to 
inform the public and to ensure its citizen, right to be informed 
adequately and truthfully. In the bureaucracy also, there has been an 
increasing awareness on the importance of openness and 
transparency. 

The Conference of Chief Ministers, held in May 1997, strongly 
endorsed the need for ensuring responsive, accountable, transparent 
and people-friendly administration at all levels, and agreed that 
necessary corrective steps must be taken to arrest the present drift in 
the management of public services. The need for the right to 
information has been widely recognized; and the right to information 
has also been recognised by the judiciary. The Government has 
brought forward this much-awaited Bill. 
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In our present democratic framework, free flow of information 
for the citizens and non-Government institutions suffers from several 
bottlenecks, including the existing legal framework, lack of 
infrastructure at the grass root levels, and an attitude of secrecy within 
the civil service, as a result of the old framework of rules. 

The Government proposes to deal with all these aspects in a 
phased manner so that the Freedom of Information Bill becomes a 
reality, consistent with the objectives of having a stable, honest, 
transparent and efficient Government. It is a welcome move. The 
proposed Bill will definitely enable the citizens to have an access to 
information on a statutory basis. 

With a view to furthering this objective, Clause 3 of the 
proposed Bill specifies that subject to the provisions of this Act, every 
citizen shall have the right to freedom of information, it will go a long 
way in maintaining transparency in the Government, which will reduce 
the degree of corruption to the maximum extent. 

An obligation is cast upon every public authority under Clause 
4 to provide information and to maintain all records consistent with its 
operational requirements duly catalogued, indexed and published at 
such intervals, as may be prescribed by the appropriate Government, 
or, the competent authority in coming years will generate greater 
sensitivity and awareness in the public minds. 

The ambit of the Bill covers the two Houses of Parliament, the 
State Legislatures, the Supreme Court, High Courts and subordinate 
courts including their administrative offices, constitutional authorities 
like the Election Commission, Comptroller and Auditor General of India 
and the Union Public Service Commission. It should be extended to all 
the Government agencies and departments to achieve the real 
objective of this Bill. 

Clauses 8 and 9 are the two most significant clauses of the Bill. 
These clauses relate to the specific categories of information which 
have been exempted from disclosure. The appellate mechanism in 
regard to grant of information should be made more easier and user-
friendly. 
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If the Public Information Officer refuses grant of information, the 
Bill provides for appeal to such authority, as prescribed by the 
Government. The second appeal lies with the Central or State 
Governments or the competent authority. 

The jurisdiction of the subordinate courts to entertain any suit, 
application or proceedings in respect of an order made under the 
proposed Act has been barred. Though the writ petition jurisdiction of 
the Supreme Court and High Courts is still there, the Government 
should provide for an alternative mechanism for effective and efficient 
remedy so that the burden on the High Courts and the Supreme Court 
will be reduced. 

SHRI B.P. APTE : Madam, I am grateful to you for giving me 
this opportunity to speak on this important Bill. I rise in support of this 
Freedom of Information Bill, 2002. I find that this Government appears 
to be a Government of fruition. By bringing in the Money Laundering 
Bill, the Biological Diversity Bill, etc., this Government is accomplishing 
something which the earlier dispositions could not, both in terms of 
economic. reforms and political reforms. The present Bill is a matter in 
point because the issue was being considered by our polity for the last 
25 years. A Special Study Group was constituted in 1977, when the first 
Janata Government came to power. Then, the Mathew Committee 
came in 1982. This Bill came in 2000 and was referred to the Standing 
Committee. Now, the Bill, as passed by the Lok Sabha, has come 
before this House for consideration. 

Madam, freedom of information is integral to an open 
Government. But a statutory provision seems to be a little slow. We 
understand that the United States gave the freedom of expression, by 
the first amendment, 200 years ago. But their Freedom of Information 
Act came some time in 1966. Now, many other countries have this kind 
of a legislation; even some of our States have such a legislation. The 
right was enshrined in the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, 1966, and our own Constitution, by Article 19, gives us the right 
to freedom of expression. In both these Articles, incidentally both are 
Article 19, there is one aspect which is comparable and guiding. 
Therefore, I would like to refer to both of them. Article 19 of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, apart from 
providing that every one shall have the right to freedom of expression, 
says, "this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart 
information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, 
in 
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writing or in print, in the form of art or through any other media of his 
choice". Clause (3) of Article 19 provides for the inherent limitations: 
"The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this Article 
carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may, therefore, be 
subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are 
provided by law and are necessary". The restrictions are: "(a) for the 
respect of the rights or reputations of others; (b) for the protection of 
national security or of public order or of public health or morals". 

Article 19 of our Constitution also provides for restriction on the 
freedom of expression by clause (2). It says that nothing in sub-clause 
(a), that is, freedom of speech, of clause (1) shall affect the operation 
of any existing law, or prevent the State from making any law, in so far 
as such law imposes reasonable restriction on the exercise of the right 
conferred by the said sub-clause in the interests of (1) the sovereignty 
and integrity of India, (2) the security of the State, (3) friendly relations 
with foreign States, (4) public order, decency or morality and (5) in 
relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence. 
The restrictions in Article 19 in respect of Freedom of Expression will 
apply to the Right to Information, particularly because the Right to 
Information was read into this article by the Supreme Court, which was 
not there expressly in the article. We are aware that in the case of 
S.P.Gupta, popularly known as the Judges Case, the Supreme Court 
enlarged its own jurisdiction in public interest, and, in the same way, 
enlarged the scope of Article 19. It read into the article the Right to 
Information, and, at one stage, it affirmed that even the Cabinet papers 
were not above scrutiny by the courts. 

Madam, this right which was read into the Constitution, as a 
fundamental right, is now being given a statutory sanction. Our 
Republic is a democracy, where an open Government is an integral part 
of it. An open Government means both transparency and 
accountability. Historically, therefore, the Official Secrets Act of 1923, 
and Section 124 of the Evidence Act of 1872, militate against the 
concept of this openness and accountability and appear to be a little 
anachronistic. Disclosure of information with regard to the functioning 
of a Government must actually be the rule, and secrecy an exception. 
From this point of view, while supporting and welcoming this Bill, I 
would like to express my own doubts about the efficacy of the right 
being given by the Statute because of the limitations imposed by clause 
8 and clause 16, and a long list in the Schedule of various organisations 
which are above the public notice. 
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Madam, in the age of knowledge and explosion of information 
and knowledge, where everything is available on the internet - even 
atomic secrets are no more secrets - any shroud of secrecy around 
any Government agency is really not necessary, excepting in the case 
of some highly confidential matters which really militate or affect the 
sovereignty, the integrity or the security of the country. 

Madam, according to me, scandals like Bofors were possible 
because of the unnecessary secrecy shrouding the defence deals. 
There is nothing secret in it. There is nothing which can be hidden from 
the public gaze. Still anything concerning defence deals is put above 
everything, and it is not to be touched! Because of this kind of 
secretiveness, scandals take place, like worms which are readily 
available in a pool. Let there be a free flow of information, and, 
probably, the Government will be more transparent and, therefore, 
more clean. About the restrictions mentioned in Article 19, everybody 
knows the adage, sometimes it is said, Part III of the Constitution takes 
away much more, in terms of rights, than it gives, by way of the 
substantive right governed by restrictions. But those restrictions, at 
least, have the limit of either the sovereignty or the security of the 
country or public order, health or morality. Anything beyond this ought 
not be a restriction. And, I believe, there are several restrictions, under 
clause 8 and clause 16, which will militate against the right to 
information, considering the bureaucratic structure we have inherited 
and which we have faithfully continued for the last fifty years. The 
disclosure will be delayed, the disclosure will not be given and even 
though this enactment says that this law will have overriding effect over 
the Official Secrets Act, it has not overruled those legislations. 
Therefore, the umbrella of those legislations is available to those who 
do not want to give information. I feel constrained to express my 
doubts about the efficacy of the law that is being made. But, obviously, 
the right that is being statutorily guaranteed now to the people is a 
welcome sign of openness. And, as I said, in the series of steps this 
Government is taking towards economic and political reforms, this is 
one more step in the same direction. I, therefore, wholeheartedly 
support the Bill. 

SHRI PRITHVIRAJ CHAVAN (Maharashtra): Thank you, 
Madam, for permitting me to participate in the debate on this important 
Bill. The whole country has been agitating for a long time for an 
enactment of this nature, which, essentially, will lead to openness on 
the part of the Government, 
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transparency and increased accountability. Today, the common man's 
perception of the Government is that, the Government is an extremely 
corrupt organisation; that it is full of inefficiency, there is harassment of 
the •common man; there are deliberate delays; and there is 
unnecessary secrecy. Madam, information has always been power, and 
the way the British ruled the country was by withholding information. 
The whole governance was based on the principle, "need to know". 
Information was passed on from top down to the bottom only on the 
basis of this principle of "need to know", which means very little 
information was given. The information was limited to the requirement of 
the junior officer to do his job, to fulfil his responsibility. There was never 
a holistic approach to information that the Government of India had; 
even now this is the case. And, this mindset has continued over the 
years. Even today, the bureaucracy in the Government of India and the 
political executive, which is on the top of the bureaucracy, run the 
administration, run the Government, with the same attitude that we 
know better, you need not know; if you know, there will be unnecessary 
problems, criticism, litigation. So, the best is that you need not know." 
And, it is this kind of attitude in the governance which has led to 
inefficiency, corruption, harassment and, ultimately impacted on the 
efficiency of the country, the economy of the country, and, also on the 
competitiveness of the economy. As you know, there is an evaluation, 
internationally, of the competitiveness of the countries, and we are very 
low, in terms of competitiveness. Because, ours is still not a very open 
society, as it should be. And, therefore, this legislation that is being 
brought today, is a welcome legislation. We support it, but, because of 
the system that we have had for so many years, what is really required 
is a change of mindset, both in the Government and in the public, which 
uses the services of the Government. That is why, my first problem with 
the Bill is the nomenclature itself. The nomenclature of the Bill reads as 
The Freedom of Information Bill and not 'The Right of Information Bill; 
there is a subtle difference. When people perceive that it is a right to get 
information, it has a different connotation, than when compared to the 
fact that you have the freedom of information. That, I think, has been 
missed in this Bill. Of course, this is a landmark step, and, for the first 
time since independence, we are embarking on such a step; therefore, 
we need to learn as we go. I appreciate it. It is a first step, but, let the 
best not be the enemy of the good, and let us go ahead. 

Madam, when we really re-look at the whole Bill, we need to 
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ultimately go from the 'Freedom of Information' to the 'Right of 
Information'. I have given certain amendments, and those 
amendments are with the purpose of making the Bill an even better 
legislation than it is today. 

The Standing Committee had gone in great detail over the Bill 
and . there are good suggestions of the Standing Committee. Many 
eminent persons appeared before the Committee and gave very good 
suggestions. And the Standing Committee Report had enumerated 
those suggestions. But many of the suggestions have not been 
accepted. I am sure, the Minister, while replying to the debate, would 
say why she could not accommodate all the concerns that were 
expressed, or, the good and valuable suggestions that were made by 
eminent persons who appeared before this Standing Committee. 

Madam, I would be moving a couple of amendments; some of 
them, of course, relate to clause 8 which deals with exemptions. 
Clause 8 is one which can kill the spirit of the whole Bill. If there are too 
many exceptions, if any Government officer takes shelter behind this 
clause, saying that they would not be able to part with the information, 
then, the whole spirit of the Bill would be defeated. I have suggested 
three amendments pertaining to clause 8 which would enhance the 
right of the people to get information. I don't want to read those 
amendments here; they have already been circulated. One deals with 
the Cabinet information which is to be kept secret'; that is all right. The 
next one pertains to information regarding discussion of Council of 
Ministers and Secretaries; that is also quite all right. But I seek to 
delete the words 'and officers'. If we retain these words, even a clerk 
would say, "I am an officer working for the Cabinet and I cannot part 
with the information"; the Cabinet is the Government really. Therefore, 
anybody can deny the information. That is why I request the hon. 
Minister to delete the words 'and officers'. 

Another amendment of mine relates to the provision regarding 
penalty. If information is denied for wrongful reason, then, there is 
some penalty against an officer, subject to certain appeal procedure. I 
have also given an amendment relating to clause 15 where there is a 
bar of jurisdiction of courts. I want it to be amended in such a way that 
it would exclude the High Courts. There have been suggestions that 
the High Courts should be permitted to go into it. 
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Madam, my amendments are in consonance with the spirit of 
the Bill, for making the Bill stronger. I am sure, the Minister would 
consider these amendments. 

The information that is with the Government of India can be 
broadly classified into three or four categories. One is, information 
which pertains to national security; this is a very important area, and 
hence there are exceptions. We cannot give information, which is 
sensitive in nature, to anybody, because it can go to the wrong hands. 
And, that is fine. The second set of information that emanates from the 
Government is of economic nature, namely, relating to public works, 
tender processes, disinvestment, investment, etc. -- and there are 
serious concerns about how Government takes these decisions 
regarding disinvestment of public assets, say, the public sector 
companies, how the Government decides to invest them, and what is 
the correct valuation. I will just give a couple of examples. I will not get 
into the great details about the disinvestment decisions because the 
House has been continuously considering that subject, and we have 
great concerns about it. We need to know what the valuation was, how 
the valuations were arrived at, why minimum bibs were accepted or 
why not accepted; and, all the decisions about disinvestment. I think, 
there should be complete transparency in all economic decisions that 
the Government of India takes. There is other side of disinvestment, 
which is investment. I will give some examples. Recently, the 
Government of India -- a public sector company, ONGC vldesh, of 
Government of India -- has decided to invest a billion dollars in 
purchasing a Canadian company. The Canadian company had 
problems. It was in the field of oil exploration. It was an African country, 
a friendly African company. But, there were problems of operation for 
the Canadian company, A majority shares, 25 per cent of shares, has 
been purchased by the Government of India, ONGC Videsh. What is 
the valuation? People say that it has been highly over-valued. The 
Canadian company was willing to be taken over by anybody but the 
Government of India in a very transparent process, when it should not 
have been transparent, said that it was going to buy it. The prices went 
up and almost Eight hundred million to a billion dollars had been already 
invested by the Government of India. Public needs to know how the 
valuation is arrived at? Now, there is a simple matter of economic 
decision, tenders in development works. Most corruption happens in 
this process where public works are sanctioned, the tenders are 
floated. We do not know who is the lowest tender, how the tender 
advertisements came 
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and who was the tender and whether the tender conditions were met 
or not whether the work is completely done or not, inspection is correct 
or not. This information needs to be made public. I congratulate the 
NGO, working in Rajasthan -- the Shram Shakti Mazdoor Sangathan-- 
which has really been sponsoring this whole agitation about freedom of 
information in Rajasthan through this Jan Sunwai Adalat and all that. 
They have done great work there. I think the Minister hails from that 
State and there is a law pending before the State where notification has 
to be issued by the Government. That work needs to be looked at. This 
is what helps a common man. In the public works, in the development 
works, there is a huge amount of corruption and public at large cannot 
enquire into it because everything is secret. Now, Madam, I hope that 
this Bill will attack that basic problem in regard to development 
expenditure. When corruption is removed, eliminated and reduced we 
can get more mileage out of the money that we spend on the 
development works. That will be a great service to the public of this 
country. 

There are routine matters of administration where 
appointments are made within the Government and they keep it a 
secret and there are some people who are pushed up and some others 
are pushed down. Why should not there be transparency about it? I will 
just give an example. An appointment was made by the Government of 
India's highest decision making body, the Appointments Committee of 
the Cabinet. An organisation under the Ministry of Finance appointed a 
person. The appointment was made on 1st of May in this year. Nobody 
knew about it. And I am referring to the famous Commission of Inquiry 
which was going on and the judge who was enquiring into had been 
appointed by the Government of India to an important office in the 
Finance Ministry. But, nobody knew about it. Was there a vested 
interest of the Government of India in not making the appointment 
public? The Government of India decided on 1st of May. The office was 
taken on that day but nobody knew about it till last month. Why such 
routine appointments are being withheld from public? Who is 
responsible? Will the Government look into it? Why was there no public 
notification of that appointment on 1st May itself? There are many 
examples one could discuss. But, my point is a limited one, Madam. 
This is an important Bill which we are going ahead with today. I have 
some more suggestions. There are some other suggestions which I am 
not making here because they can be taken care of in the rules. You 
have made a provision for appointment of a Public Information Officer.    
Good.    But, I 
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suggest that this officer should not belong to the Ministry in which he is 
working. Why cannot we have a mechanism, something similar to the 
Central Vigilance Commission? Where there are vigilance 
commissioners in each States, in each bank and in each department, 
who ultimately report to the Central vigilance Commission? Can there 
be a National Public Information Officer, who is an independent 
authority? The Public Information Officer in each department, in each 
public authority then indirectly report, to that National Information 
Officer. That is a different kind of set up. The Public Information Officer 
cannot belong to that Ministry because he will not go against his 
colleagues. Because he needs promotion from his superiors. So, I think 
we can look at the model of the Central Vigilance Commission. What 
would be the seniority of these people? Who would be manning these 
positions of Public Information Officers? What will be their authority? 
Unless they have authority to go over the heads of their bosses, nothing 
will happen. Madam, I will now come to a very simple matter. There is a 
lot of information. There is no intention on the part of the Government to 
withhold the information. The information is public. But the only thing is 
that it is difficult to access it. It is not available to the common man. It is 
not available to the millions of people living in our villages. You say that 
you will put the information on your website. That is very good. It is 
available; it is public; and it is open. But how many people can actually 
access it and download a report from the website? So, my request is 
this. The most important information that emanates from the 
Government of India, and which concerns the common people, is the 
Annual Report of each and every Ministry and Department of the 
Government of India, every bank etc., which is given to the Members of 
Parliament. But does it go beyond that? Does it go beyond the 
Parliament Library and the houses of MPs? I request that the entire set 
of all the Annual Reports of each and every Ministry, each and every 
autonomous body, every authority, should be placed in all the public 
libraries and the libraries of various universities, and these should be 
available on payment. So, if a common man goes to a public library or a 
university library, he should be able to get the Annual Report of the 
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions or any other 
Ministry or Department. I know it is on the website. But it is very difficult 
for everybody to access it. (Time-bell) Madam, I will take just one or 
two minutes more. 

My second suggestion is this.   Please make every document 
of the Government of India a priced document.   It can be priced, 
depending on 
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the number of pages, paper, etc. If it is priced, then it is my right to 
buy it. If it is not priced, then it is your decision to give it to someone 
and not to give it to someone else. If you go to Western countries, 
every piece of paper can be obtained by making a nominal payment. 
Whether you should subsidise it or not, and, if so, how much the 
Government can afford to do it, is a different matter.   But.it should be 
available, and it should be priced. 

Madam, I have many more suggestions, but the time given is 
not enough. While supporting the Bill, I would request the hon. Minister 
to consider my amendments. Let us go ahead and see what the 
difficulties are in the implementation of this law. Please come with rules 
and regulations as soon as possible. And, please publicise them. Also, 
please go in for a major campaign, at the national level, on the 
electronic and print media, to make the people at large aware of this 
enactment, about the fact that they have the right and the freedom to 
get information. Let people really know where they can go and get the 
information. Then only will this whole concept become successful. 

With these words, Madam, I support the Bill, and, once again, 
request the hon. Minister to consider my amendments. 

PROF. M. SANKARALINGAM (Tamil Nadu): Madam, thank 
you for giving me this opportunity to participate in this debate. 

Madam, I welcome this Bill and support it. The right to 
information has been construed by the Supreme Court to be inherent in 
article 19 of our Constitution. Therefore, it is the fundamental right of 
every citizen to get information. But there has been no machinery 
available for this purpose. This machinery has to be provided. What 
stands in the way of this right is the Official Secrets Act and some 
provisions of some other Acts that debar citizens from getting 
information, or, rather, empower the authorities to withhold information 
under the pretext of security, safety, official secrecy and so on. We had 
inherited this draconian approach from the British rule, since the Official 
Secrets Act dates back to 1923. When this Official Secrets Act was 
enacted in Tamil Nadu, the great poet of our national movement, 
Bharati, composed a song and sung it at every platform, which means, 
when will our thirst be quenched, because this Act cuts at the throat of 
democracy. This right to withhold information, on the ground of 
security, was replaced by this Act.    In 1982, the Mathew Committee 
made certain 
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recommendations. It advocated for amendment of the Official Secrets 
Act, but nothing was done. Transparency in administration is the corner 
stone of Parliamentary Democracy, i.e., the Government of the people, 
by the people and for the people. When it is so, this transparency will 
help in preventing corruption to a large extent. Today, a number of 
incidents of corruption and nepotism are prevalent in various sections 
of the administration. I hope this Bill will solve most of these evils, to a 
great extent. Even in this Bill, clause 8 mentions about exemptions 
where freedom to information can be denied. I fear that these 
provisions of exemption may form a protection cover to corrupt 
officials. The ordinary citizens may find it very difficult to get the benefits 
of this Bill. So, I request the Government to make specific rules to the 
effect that if the officer concerned rejects any request for providing 
information, then he should supply an explanatory note within a 
stipulated time, i.e., within two or three days so that the affected 
person may seek the remedy from the higher authority which is to be 
constituted through this Bill. In this connection, I want to say that the 
constitutional authority should not be below the rank of a judicial district 
judge. Moreover, clause 8, sub-clause (f) states, "Trade or 
commercial secrets protected by law or information, the disclosure of 
which would prejudicially affect the legitimate economic and 
commercial interests or the competitive position of the public 
authority." I cannot relish this clause because it gives privilege of secret 
information to commerce also. What are the trade or commercial 
secrets of the Union Government or the State Governments which 
cannot be disclosed to the common people of this country? So, these 
are not welcome features of the Bill. Hence, I request the Government 
to rethink in the matter. 

Madam, right to get information from the private sector should 
also find a place here in this Bill. The Government may say that the 
Consumers' law provides such a right, but it is not full enough So, a 
separate provision should also be provided in this regard. 

Madam, in Tamil Nadu, in 1997, the Government passed the 
Right to get Information Bill. Here, it is the Freedom of Information Bill. 
More effective words have been used there which worked very well. In 
Tamil Nadu, after passing this Right to Information Bill, the Government 
had asked each Department to publish 'Citizen Chart' which clearly 
denotes where to go and how to get information. The Chart gives full 
details about it. In addition, each Department also publishes a yearly 
policy note. This is what was done by the Government of Tamil Nadu in 
1997. This solved many problems   of   the   people.   Taking   all   these   
things   into   account,   the 
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Government should take sufficient care in framing the rules in this 
regard. With these observations, I support this Bill. 
 

����� �	�$ !��( (X`हBF) : ABTTPD ]IMgBIXW Aहe_DB, MRUTB [EBWNOD 
XE�KDJ 2002 JB AG [EBdW JFWP हR N k Aहe_DB, �QBWBNXOJ aBMT �DE[�B An YJ 
[�¤S, MNEK_TaPtWB uF QEB`_Kह aBMT MbXT|£UW JFTK JFTK JK  XtY QTWB Je 
MRUTB JB fX�JBF हeTB YJ fXTEBDz fIK�B �P qDrXJ �aBMXTJ IBF_�aWB tBTK JK  
XtY MRUTB JB fX�JBF `हbW QcFP ह\ k mMPXtY mM MN_gz An Q|[ZM IP0EP0 MBENW TK 
JहB �B XJ Ç²ZBUBF JB M` MK `oB JBFl MRUTB IF IB`N_P हeTB ह\ k XJMP gP 
�aBMXTJ �DE[�B An MRUTB W�B �MBFl JP `हbW Aह^EIRlÑ gRXAJB ह\ uF �QBWBNXOJ 
MFJBF _BXD^E ह\ XJ Eह MRUTB W�B �MBFl JK  ABLDA MK MFJBF JP MBFP dXWXEX�Dr 
E DeQTB�N JP QBTJBFP _KWP FहK k EB[WE An FeQAF� JK  �aBMT An �DB�W Ç²ZBUBF IF 
tdBA tdBTK W�B XEJBM JBD½ uF XEXgCT dFP`P ]TTARtT DeQTB�N An हe FहK 
घItr, घeZBtr  JB I_��Ba JFTK JK  XtY MbUTB JB fX�JBF HE£DJ ह\ k YJ tN K̀ 
fM® MK {MK JBTRT.JP ABNd हe FहP �P uF `oK mNWQBF JK  `B_ Dह XE�KDJ HDB हG, 
tKXJT `हbW हP �XW`NX�W uF MRUTB JK  fX�JBF JK  `हbW हP MPXAW k mMAn JB�P 
�BXADBN gP हG , XQM JBFl MNgEW: Dह ]WTB ]IDedP Tहj Fह IBYdBk XQMJP हAK 
�WP�B �P k  
 Aहe_DB, mM XE�KDJ An TBdXFJr Je MFJBFP E MFJBFP MहBDWB �B�W JFTK 
EBtP MN[�B�N MK MRUTB �B�LW JFTK  JB fX�JBF We X_DB dDB ह\ , XTQP JN IXTDr , 
{MP MN[�B�N uF [E\|¤SJ MNd�Tr MK MRUTB �B�W JFTK JB fX�JBF Tहj X_DB dDB ह\ 
k XE_KaP I\Mr MK fdF Jep MNd�T ±BAPl �KO An Jep `oB �eQKqZ UtB FहB ह\ We mM 
JBTRT JK  WहW ±BAEBXMDr Je ]M MNd�T JK  `BFK An Jep MRUTB �B�W JFTK JB 
fX�JBF Tहj ह\ uF HI QBTWP ह\ XJ TPQP MN[�B�N An mMJK  fNWdzW XE_KaP MहBDWB 
MK XJWTP घItK`BQP हe FहP ह\ k XJMP gP XTQP f[IWBt MK Jep AFPQ fITB AKX�Jt 
XFJB�z �B�W JFTB UBहK We Dह JBTRT ]MJK  XtY Jep MहBDJ Tहj हe MJWB ह\ k Q` 
]MJe aJ ह\ XJ ]MJB mtBQ �PJ MK Tहj हe FहB ह\, AdF mM XE�KDJ MK ]MJe 
Jep MहDed Tहj XAt MJWB ह\ qDrXJ mM JBTRT JK  ÉBFB MFJBF MहBDWB �B�W 
MN[�B�N, MNd�Tr JK  `BFK An QBTJBFP �B�W JP QB MJWP ह\ k tKXJT, mM MPXAW _BDFK 
An gP mM JBTRT MK teJWNO JK  Ma|~JFl, Ç²ZBUBF Je JA JFTK JK  JBA Je HdK 
`�BDB QB MJWB ह\, DX_ Jb S �e�K MK {MK fIEB_r uF SZr JK  fXWXF~ MgP R
QBTJBFP TBdXFJr Je _KTK JB [I²Z �BE�BT mM XE�KDJ An F�B QBWB k _RMFP �F 
`हbW fX�J SZ X_Y QBTK JP |[�XW An Dह uF  gP fX�J QcFP हe QBWB ह\ XJ XQM R
TBdXFJ Je MRUTB X_Y QBTK JP MK mNJBF XJDB dDB ह\ ]MJK  XtY ]M XTlzD JK  XEcÀ 
fIPt हKWb XJMP [EWO, XT²I� ANU JP gP �DE[�B JP QBWP| {MP �DE[�B mM XE�KDJ 
An Tहj ह\| mM XE�KDJ An Tहj ह\ k IहtP fIPt JहBN JP QB MJWP ह\, mMJK  `BFK An JहB 
dDB ह\ XJ JBTRT JK  XtY XTDABEtP `TBWK MAD Dह `BW An XT��XFW XJDB QBYdBk 
_RMFP fIPt JK  `BFK An JहB dDB ह\ XJ FBwD,JK C� MFJBF DB M�A fX�JBFP JK  DहBN 
fIPt JP QB MJWP ह\ k mM `BW JP MNgBETB Seo _P dp ह\ XJ Qe JBD�tD DB XEgBd 
MRUTB _KTK MK mNJBF JFKdB, ]MP JK  IBM ]MJK  X�tB� fIPt gP IहbNUKdP We Eह WbFCW 
हP ]M fIPt Je �XFQ JF _KdB k Dह J\ MB XTlzD ह\?  
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3.00 p.m. 
 Aहe_DB, mM XE�KDJ An MRUTB �B�W JFTK JP JBDzXEX� MN�KI An `WBp 
dp ह\k MRUTB IBTK JK  XtY JBD�tD An teJ MRUTB fX�JBFP Je YJ fQv _KTP IoKdP 
uF Eह XT|£UW fEX� JK  fN_F MRUTB _KdB DB Eह JBFl `WBYdBk uF, MRUTB JK  �Uz 
Je LDBT An F�WK हbY �PM XT��XFW हedP k Dह `oP हP MहQ �X�DB tdWP ह\, tKXJT 
mMAn MA[DB W` ]�WP ह\ Q` mMAn deITPDWB JB HEFl `WB JF, deITPDWB JB 
`हBTB `TBJF `हbW MK fCD XE�D gP MRUTB JK  fX�JBF JK  _BDFK MK `BहF JF X_Y QBWK 
हGk XE�KDJ An {MP a�_BEtP JB ]IDed XJDB dDB ह\ , Qe `B_ An fX�JBNa QBTJBFP MK 
TBdXFJr Je ENXUW F�TK An MहBDJ हe QBYdP qDrXJ हAn Dह gP Tहj gRtTB UBXहY XJ 
`हbW MAD MK MFJBFP JBAJBQ  An deITPDWB JP �E§|© हBEP FहP ह\ k QTMB�BFl 
XJMP MFJBFP JBD�tD An QBJF  {MP QBTJBFP ABNdTK tdK, XQMMK ]MP JBD�tD JK  
Ç²ZBUBF, ]MP JBD�tD JP fXTDXAWWB MBATK HTK JP ]i AP_ ह\ We Dह EहBN JK  
fX�JBXFDr JK  XtY `oB fMहTPD हedB uF EK JgP gP QBTJBFP Tहj _ndKk fdF ATB 
JFTK JK  `B_ gP mMAn Jep _N� JB �BE�BT Tहj हbH We Dह XE�KDJ X`�Jb t XTF�zJ 
MBX`W हe QBYdB k fX�JBFP MRUTB Tहj _KTB UBहKdB qDrXJ Eह MRUTB WgP _K MJWB ह\ 
Q` ]MJP �Bmt XTDXAW cI MK हe, �Bmt JB JBA  X`�Jb t MहP हe, Mb�DE|[�W हe, 
tKXJT HI QBTWP हG XJ {MB Tहj हeWB ह\ k MRUTB IBTK EBtB fIPt IF fIPt JFWB 
FहKdB uF Eह �BXFQ हe QBYdP k mMJK  `B_ Eह fITB MAD uF I\MB �Uz JFJK  fITK 
घF `\� QBYdB k ]MJK  हB� An Jb S HTK EBtB TहP ह\ k  
 Aहe_DB, mM XE�KDJ JP UBF �BFB�N, �BFB 8,9,11 uF 16 Je MA± cI 
MK _K�B QBY We |[�XW [I²Z हe QBYdP XJ Jp fTBE£DJ SZnR , fX�JBF X_Y dY हG k 
`QZ MNM_ An IKa हeTK MK IहtK deITPD FहK, `हbW �PJ k _Ka An aBNXW uF M_gBETB 
`TBY  F�TK JK  XtY deITPDWB QBFP FहK, `हbW �PJk JK C� FBwDr JK  MN`N� An fdF Jep 
WTBE HWB ह\ We deITPDWB  FहK, `हbW �PJk tKXJT, mMJK  MB� `हbW MP MNJPlz 
�DB�DB JP dbNQBma fX�JBXFDr IF Seo _P dp ह\, Qe mM X`t An `हbW `oP JAP ह\ k 
fdF mM XE�KDJ Je _bdzXW MK `UBTB ह\ We mMAn fIPt MbTTK JP YJ [EWNO uF 
XT²I� �DE[�B हeTP UBXहY, JBTRTP �DE[�B JK  fTbMBF QBTJBFP T _KTK EBtr JK  XtY 
XJMP CDBDMNdW _N� JP gP �DE[�B हeTP UBXहYk qDrXJ ‘gD X`T �PW T हeW deMBp’ k 
HI QBTWP हG XJ XहC_b[WBT An �Bmtn XJWTP Ab|£Jt MK MFJWP हG, ATr �t QAP R
FहWP ह\ {MK An Jep MRUTB ABNdK We Dह fX�JBFP Je X`�Jb t TBdEBF dbQFWB ह\ k 
mMXtY HI X`TB XJMP gD JK  MRUTB JP Qe [ EWNOWB _K FहP हG, Eह XJMP gP ABDTK An 
M�t Tहj हe MJWP ह\ k ... ( MAD JP घNZP ) ...A\�A, AG �^A JF FहP हR N k mMXtY 
AKFB JहTB ह\ XJ Jb S QcFP fIEB_r Je SeoJF fCD MgP QBTJBFP TBdXFJr Je 
]It�� JFBTB f^DNW  HE£DJ JF X_DB QBY k   
 
   A\�A, gBFW An �^DKJ [WF IF Ç²ZBUBF ITI FहB ह\ k DहBN IF हF 
MFJBFP �FP_, UBहK  F�B  My_B  हe, UBहK   XJMP  gP  MN[�BT  Je  XTQP  हB�r  An   
MyITB  हe, M`  Jb S  deITPD  हeWB  ह\, QTWB Je  gTJ  WJ Tहj  XAt  IBWP  हG    
mM  �JBF  JP  �E§XW  Je  FeJTK  JK   XtY QcFP  ह\  XJ  _Ka  JK   TBdXFJr   Je   fCD 
fX�JBXFDr    JP    gBNXW    MRUTB   JB    fX�JBF    gP     X_DB    QBY    EFTB    MRUTB  
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ABNdTK EBtr JB [WF _K�JF MRUTB _P QBWP ह\--fdF Jep YA0IP0 ABNdK We aBD_ Jep 
MRUTB _K gP _K tKXJT YJ XFqaB EBtB fdF MRUTB ABNdTK QBYdB We Jep Tहj _KdB k 
�BTK An fITK Y�0Hp0HF0 JP TJt WJ We XAtWP Tहj ह\, MRUTB JyT _KdB ? 
mMXtY mMAn HIJe _N� JB �BE�BT JFTB IoKdB uF Q` WJ gD �DB�W Tहj हedB 
W` WJ Dह JBTRT �D�z हe QBYdB k XEघKDJ HI .tBp, HIJB `हbW `हbW [EBdW ह\, 
XEघKDJ `हbW f¤SB ह\, tKXJT mMJB HITK Jep b̀XTDB_P ÊBNUB Tहj IKa XJDB ह\ uF 
MRUTB fX�JBFP JK  fX�JBFr uF JWz�Dr JB Jहj XQ� Tहj XJDB k {MK XE�KDJ MK 
Jep `हbW tBg Tहj हeTK EBtB ह\ k mM XE�KDJ Je DX_ T� _NW XEहPT XE�KDJ JहB 
QBY We AKFK �DBt MK HIJe Jep HI|© Tहj हeTP UBXहY  qDrXJ mMAn _N� JB 
�BE�BT Tहj ह\  

 HI mM X`t Je tBp, mMJK  XtY HI `हbW MB�bEB_ JP IBO हG tKXJT mMAn 
Qe JXADBN हG, ]Cहn HIJe _RF JFTB UBXहY uF XQM ]ÄK£D Je tKJF Dह X`t HI tB 
FहP हG, ]M ]ÄK£D JP IR�W JK  XtY �aBMT Je `BN�TB IoKdB EFTB Dह XE�KDJ DहBN 
M_T MK IBM हeJF JBTRT We `T QBYdB tKXJT mMJB MहP WFह MK X�DBCEDT Tहj हe 
IBYdB uF Qe हA �baP ATB FहK हG XJ `हbW f¤SB fX�JBF XAt FहB ह\ , JBTRT `TTK 
QB FहB ह\ ,mMJK  Jep ABDTK Tहj हedn, Dह f�BMNXdJ हe QBYdB k mMXtY AKFB HIMK 
fTbFe� XJ mM X`t IF �DBIJ cI MK XEUBF JFn uF _N� JB �BE�BT F�WK हbY, 
XT²I� ANU JP �DE[�B JFWK हbY mM XE�KDJ An Mb�BF JFn uF TDB XE�KDJ �DBIJ cI 
MK tBYN We mM XE�KDJ JP ]IDeXdWB XMÀ हedP k [ZK��d JAKZP TK `हbW Mb�BE X_Y �K, 
]T IF aBD_ `हbW fAt Tहj XJDB QB MJB, JBFl qDB हG Eह AG Tहj QBTWP ,  

 mT a�_r JK  MB� AG mM XE�KDJ JB [EBdW JFWP हR N uF ]iAP_ JFWP हR N XJ 
XQM ]ÄK£D MK HI Dह XE�KDJ tB FहP हG, ]T  ]ÄK£Dr JP IR�W JK  XtY HI uF 
HE£DJ J_A ]�BYNdP WBXJ mMJB tBg HA QTWB Je XAt MJK  k �CDEB_ k  

 �� ��	�(�!� ��� l�ह� (]©F �_Ka ): HITK IRSB XJ JBFl qDB 
हG,[Zn��d JAKZP JK  `हbW MK Mb�BE mMAn Tहj HY, We mM XE�KDJ JK  `B_ ]MJB IWB 
td QBYdB , ABNd tPXQYdB k  
 )������� : _Ka An `हbW MK YT0QP0�Q0 JBA JFWK हG uF ]T 
YT0QP0�Q0 JK  IB JहBN MK HWB ह\, JहBN QBWB ह\, JyT ]TJe �N X�dN JFWB ह\, mMJK  
`BFK An gP mC�BFAKaT हeTB UBXहYk That is the most important thing, I feel, 
XFqaK EBtB We Jep mC�BFAnaT ÊR NÊKdB Tहj k  
 �� ��	�(�!� ��� l�ह� : mTMBm�F mC�BFAKaT We �\M EBtK gP _KWK हG,, 
On the condition of anonymity _KWK हG uF EK `हbW MBFP `BWn Xt� _KWK हG, We 
]MJK  `BFK An gP qtKXFZP हeTP UBXहY uF APX�DB An gP �BNMXIFKMP हeTP UBXहYk 
  
 �� �n� j�! ��3� ( FBQ[�BT ) :�Mहt MBह` JB Mb�BE ABT tPXQY k  
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 �� #�	�$ �o� (हXFDBlB ) : A\�A, mM X`t Je HTK An 50 MBt td dY हGk  
 

 )������� : : So, we will take 50 minutes more to do it. The 
thing which is delayed should move fast 
. 

 �� ��� ���� ( AहBFB²� ) :  ]IDgBIXW Aहe_DB, AG HIJB HgBFP हR N XJ 
HITK Ab�K mM XE�D IF `etTK JB AyJB X_DB k M`MK IहtK AG H_FlPD ANOP QP Je 
�CDEB_ _KTB UBहWB हR N, ]TJB fXgTN_T gP JFTB UBहWB हR N mM X`t Je tBTK JK  XtY 
qDrXJ `हbW X_Tr MK mM XE�KDJ JB mNWQBF �Bk Dह `हbW X_Tr MK Ut FहB �B XJ 
FBmZ ZR  mC�BFAKaT M`Je XAtTB UBXहY, MRUTB JB fX�JBF M`Je XAtTB UBXहY, 
Qe gP Jb S हA JF FहK हG DB MFJBF Qe XTlzD JF FहP ह\ , ]MJP MRUTB XAtTP  
UBXहYk ]M XE�D IF IRFP QBTJBFP tedr Je, QTWB Je XAtTP UBXहY uF teJWNO An 
Dह ]TJB M`MK `oB fX�JBF हeTB UBXहY k Ab�K ABtRA TहP XJ XJMJK  XtY Dह XTlzD 
XtDB dDB ? XËXZa MFJBF JK  QABTK An Dह FहB हe We �PJ ह\ tKXJT [ EWNOWB JK  `B_ 
gP mM X`t Je DहBN tBTK An mWTK MBt qDr tdK, IWB Tहjk ]MAn XJMJB qDB mN�[Z 
�B, Dह gP IWB Tहj ह\ tKXJT YJ `BW [I²Z ह\ XJ mWTK X_Tr JK  `B_ Dह X`t H dDB 
ह\ k mM XE�D IF `BW JFWK MAD _e UBF Mb�BE AG _KTB UBहR NdB XQT IF dyF MK XEUBF 
JFTK JP HE£DJWB ह\ k M`MK IहtP `BW Dह ह\ XJ DहBN M\qaT 1 (2) An HITK Xt�B 
ह\ XJ "It extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir." 

 AG Dह QBTTB UBहWB हR N XJ QiAR J£APF An FBpZ �� mT��FAKaT JP 
�DE[�B JFTK JK  XtY हA qDr JWFB Fहn ह\? EहBN JP QTWB uF EहBN JK  tedr JP Qe 
mC��FAKaT हe, Eह XहC_b[WBT An MgP TBdXFJr Je XAtTP HE£DJ ह\ uF ]TJK  
[I\at [ZKZM Ed\Fह Je LDBT An F�WK हbY, ]MJK  XtY fdF ftd MK Jb S �BE�BT 
JFTK JP HE£DJWB हe We WbFNW ]MJK  `BFK An Jb S �DE[�B JFTK JP HE£DJWB ह\ k  
 Aहe_DB,_RMFP `BW Dह ह\ XJ हA teJWNO JP `BW JFWK हG uF teJWNO JP 
`BW JFWK MAD हA XM�z  UbTBE JK  MAD tedr JK  IBM QBWK हG kMgP IeXtXZJt IB�ZDr 
EBtK JK Et UbTBE JK  MAD ]TJK  IBM QBWn हG W` हA ]TJe `WBWK हG XJ HI mM _Ka 
JK  ABXtJ हG uF HI हAn UbXTY tKXJT UbTJF HTK JK  `B_, हA Qe XTlzD JFWK ,हG, 
]MJP mC��FAKaT fdF हA tedr Je T _K, ]MJP IRFP QBTJBFP tedr Je T _n,EK MBFK 
IKIMz tedr Je _KTK MK fdF हA JWFBYNdK We Dह `हbW dbTBह ह\, Dह �PJ Tहj ह\ k  
 Aहe_DB, teJWNO An Qe ABXtJ ह\, ]MJe IRFP mC��FAKaT _KTK JP 
HE£DJWB ह\k Dह mT��FAKaT T _KTK An MbF�B JB JBFl gP `WBDB QBWB ह\ k Qe _Ka 
JB ABXtJ ह\, ]MJe mC��FAKaT T _KTK MK MbF�B Je �WFB I\_B हeWB ह\, AG Dह ABTTK 
JK  XtY W\DBF हR N k mMJK  XtY mMAn Dह �BE�BT JFTK JP HE£DJWB ह\, Qe fgP TहP 
हbH ह\k HITK MbF�B JK  `BFK An Qe �BE�BT DहBN F�K हG, ]TAn Dह �BE�BT fgP Tहj ह\ k 
Jep gP ]� QBWB ह\ uF HQ JP WBFP� An M` Qdह Dह हe FहB ह\ XJ Jep gP            
�KEtIAnZ JB JBA Ut FहB हe We Jep gP  
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]�JF �oB हe QBWB ह\, NGO JK  TBA MK Jep gP ]�JF �oB हe QBWB ह\ uF I|�tJ 
mN�[Z XtXZdKaT JK  TBA MK JeZz An UtB QBWB ह\ uF 5-10 MBt WJ JBA FeJJF `\� 
QBWB ह\ k fdF {MK tedr JK  हB� An Jep mC��FAKaT QBYdP We Dह AbMP`W EBtP `BW 
हedP, mM `BW Je HIJe LDBT An F�TB IoKdB k mM XAtP हbp mC��FAKaT JB 
_bc�Ded T हe, mMJB �DBt F�TK JP QcFW ह\ k  
                        Aहe_DB, AG YJ uF `BW HIJK  MBATK F�TB UBहWB हR N k Dह M\qaT 5 
An Qe �BE�BT XJDB dDB ह\ Appointment of Public Information Officer AKFB 
MFJBFP JBAJBQ JB DB iDbXTXMIt �X�M An JBAJBQ JB Qe fTbgE FहB ह\, ]MJK  
H�BF IF AG Jह MJWB हR N XJ Qe I|�tJ XFtKaT �X�MF DB I|�tJ mC��FAKaT 
�X�MF YIBmNZ XJDB QBWB ह\, ]MJP XTDb|~ हeTK JK  `B_ DX_ `BJP M` �X�MF 
]MJe mC��FAKaT Tहj _KWK uF ]MJK  IBM mC��FAKaT Tहj हedP We Eह ]MK Pass on 
Tहj JF MJWB ह\ k Dह Ab|£Jt HWP ह\k mMXtY Qe gP mC��AKaT HE£DJ ह\ Eह M` 
mC��AKaT ]MJK  XtY �btP हeTP UBXहY, mMJB `N_e`[W JFTK JP HE£DJWB ह\ k YJ 
`BW Dह gP ह\ XJ हA Zn�F ANdEBWK हG, XTXE_B MRUTBYN ANdEBWK हG �F Q` Zn�F ANdEBWK 
हG We `WBDB QBWB ह\ XJ Zn�F JK  XE�D An MgP f�`BFr An TeXZM _KTK JP HE£DJWB ह\k 
fqMF Dह _K�B QBWB ह\ XJ XQM f�`BF JP X`�P M`MK JA हeWP ह\, ]MAn D ह CDRQ 
_P QBWP ह\k ]MJK  `BFK An �PJ ÊNd MK �BE�BT Tहj XJDB QBWB ह\, M`Je Tहj `WBDB 
QBWB ह\ k mMJK  ftBEB I|�ta हeTK JK  `B_ gP ZG�F �BAz XJMJe _KTB ह\ uF XJMJe 
Tहj _KTB, mMJB XTlzD gP MǸ NX�W fX�JBFP tKWB ह\ k Eह M`JK  XtY �IT Tहj FहWB 
ह\ k AG MA� MJWB हR N XJ [I\atBmw� M`Q\qZ ह\ DB `�B JBA ह\ We XQMJP H��J 
|[�XW f¤SP हe, Qe ]M JBA Je JF MJK , XQMAn Eह JBA JFTK JP JB`XtDW हe, 
]MJe Eह ZG�F _KTB UBXहYk tKXJT Dह �BmZKXFDB Tहj fITBDB QBWB ह\ `|�J XQMJe 
Eह fX�JBFP QBTWB ह\, ]MJe हP Eह ZG�F _KWB ह\ ,_RMFK Je Tहj _KWB ह\k mM ÊNd MK 
MFJBF JK  fX�JBFP JBA JFWK हG UBहK EK [ZKZ dETzAnZ JK  हr, MG�t dETzAnZ JK  हe, 
�BmEKZ M\qZF fN�FZK�J M JK  हr DB I|�tJ M\qZF fN�XFJN  M JK  fX�JBFP हr MgP 
Qdह mMP WFह MK JBA UtWB ह\ k ]MJK  ¬IF Jहj gP JN �et Tहj ह\ k (MAD JP घNZP 
) mMJK  fXWXF~ fdF tedr Je �BAz हP Tहj X_DB QBYdB We ted �PJ ÊNd MK ]MJB 
m[WKABt J\ MK JB IBYNdK? mMJK  `BFK An Jb S �DE[�B JFTK JP QcFW ह\k Aहe_DB, AG 
JK Et _e uF `BWn JहJF fITP `BW MAB�W JcN dB k XJMBTr JP �b_ JP QAPT हeWP 
ह\k ]MJB XFJ��z �� FBm}M An M` Qdह IF XFJB�z F�B QBWB ह\, �BAz An M` Qdह 
QBTJBFP _P QBWP ह\ k tKXJT mM �BAz JK  MN`N� An gP, ]MJB हJ `TWB ह\ XJ XJMP gP 
हBtW An ]MJP QAPT JK  `BFK An ]MJe QBTJBFP XAtTP UBXहY, Dह mT�BA®aT 
]MJe Tहj XAtWP, ]MJK  XtY gP घRM JP �DE[�B XJY `d\F ]MK Dह QBTJBFP Tहj _P 
QBWP k ]MJK  XtY gP �PJ MK �DE[�B JFTK JP HE£DJWB ह\k Q\MB fgP I§¿EPFBQ 
U�हBl QP TK `WBDB XJ mT MgP XE�Dr JK  `BFK An HI E\` MBmZ IF IRFP mT��A®aT _KTK 
JP �DE[�B JFnk Dह `हbW f¤SB Mb�BE ह\ k DX_ DK MBFP UPQn हA tedr JK  MBATK HYNdP 
AG `WBTB UBहWB हR N XJ हABFK MbFKa �gb QP Q` ANOP �K, X�IBZzAnZ An Qe gP tedr JK  
{�tPJK aNM HWK �K DB _RMFP Jb S mT��A®aT HWP �P, Eह MBFP mT��AnaT ]TJK  
X�IBZzAnZ JP E\` MBmZ IF HDB JFWP �jk mM �JBF MK �BNMIKFnMP tBTK JP �DE[ �B  
fdF HI JFndK We f¤SB FहKdB k ... ( �DE�BT ) ... 
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�� #�	�$ �o� : MbFKa �gb QP mWTK f¤SK ANOP �K, HITK ]Cहn हZBDB qDr? 
.... (�DE�BT) ... 

 
 �� ��� ���� : हATK हZBDB qDrXJ IBZv JK  JBA JK  XtY f¤SK H_AP JP 
QcFW ह\, mMXtY ]�F tKJF dDKk HIJe ]MAn qDB HI|© ह\, Dह AKFP MA� An TहP 
H FहB ह\ k  

 )�������: Eह IBZv JK  M` JBDz�A E\` MBmZ IF tBTK JK  XtY dDK हGk  

 �� ��� ����: ]�F JBA JFTK JK  XtY हA ]Cहn EहBN tKJF dDK हGk HI 
]MJP �UWB AW JXFY°k fNW: An Aहe_DB, Q\MB HITK JहB, YT.QP.�Q JK  `BFK An gP 
�DBt F�TK JP QcFW ह\k �CDEB_ k  

SHRI MP. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI (Kerala): Madam, it is a 
very important Bill. It is a historical landmark in the development of 
democratic values in our country. The democracy is a historical 
process, and its real aims and objectives are yet to be achieved. A Bill 
of this kind Bill makes the process easier and smoother. Thus, we 
would be able to reach our destination at the earliest. Openness in the 
administration and the Government is linked with transparency and 
accountability, but, I think, it is more linked with accountability. 
Madam, here, I am reminded of a historical incident. A great ruler, who 
was very famous for his sense of justice, was making a speech. When 
he was about to start his speech, an ordinary citizen stood up and 
asked the ruler, "Before you make your speech, I would like to know, 
when everyone of us is getting his share, how did you get this kind of 
cloth for your shirt? My share is only this much, and my shirt is small. 
Your shirt is a bigger one because you are a ruler." The ruler said, "My 
son, who is present in the assembly, will answer your question." The 
son, who was there, stood up and said, "I gave my share to my father. 
When the shares of both of us were added, only then this big shirt was 
made." This ruler was Khalif Umar, about whom the Father of our 
Nation, Mahatama Gandhi, once remarked that it is his style of 
administration that he would like to adopt for his country. So, this urge 
to know...(Interruptions)... No; no, this is the second Umer, the 
Khalifa Hazrat Umer. Anyway, Madam, this is directly linked with 
accountability, and the enactment of this Bill would enable us to fight 
the disease of corruption. Madam, we know that the Freedom of 
Expression is the freedom of our tongue; and the Freedom of 
Information is the freedom of our ears and 
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eyes. These are very important organs of human existence; human 
individuality. In other words, the freedom of individual can be said to be 
complete only when these rights are given to them. I would like to 
request the hon. Minister to devise methods to keep every institution of 
our country, including the Executive, the Judiciary and the Legislative, 
alert for the successful implementation of this Bill. Then there is the 
Press, which is known as the Fourth Estate of our democracy. The 
Press is already doing its duty in the field of 'Freedom of Information'. 
They are already very much involved in it. But all these institutions of 
our democracy should work together for the successful implementation 
of this enactment. 

Regarding access to information, I would like to say that the 
bureaucracy should be made accountable for the delay in providing 
information. An individual has got a right to approach any institution for 
seeking information. Sometimes there might be delay in giving 
information. In that case, I think the concerned officer should be made 
accountable for the delay, and he should be made to reply as to why 
there was delay. There are some officers, who are not ready to do 
things, which they are legally bound to do. In that case, the citizen 
should have the right to know from that officer why he is not doing his 
duty. In most of the cases, it has been seen that they don't reveal the 
reasons. But, Madam, there must be some mechanism to get this 
information. 

I will not go into the details of the process of the enactment of 
this Bill. We all understand that Defence, Foreign Affairs etc., are areas 
which are very sensitive, and they should be kept secret. But that 
should not be misused. Hon. Shri Apteji correctly referred to that point. 
I was a Member of the Standing Committee on Defence. And I 
remember those occasions when the presentation and the slide shows 
were shown in meetings, and the officer, who used to conduct these 
meetings, would get up and say,'I can give information up to this point, 
not beyond, because it is secret.' So, even for Members of Parliament 
also, information regarding defence and foreign relations are kept 
secret. I think, in war, as well as, in peace the citizens should have a 
right to information. They should know what policy their country is 
following; and what developments are taking place. I agree with Mr. 
Apteji when he remarked about the free flow of information. 

The next point is about the language of the Bill. Shri Prithviraj 
Chavanji mentioned that this kind of literature should be produced.   I 
think 
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in that case, the language should also be taken into consideration. It 
should be published in the local dialect also. Then only the Freedom of 
Information will be directly acceptable to the people. 

Then there is the point regarding lack of infrastructure. I would 
like to draw the attention of the hon. Minister to the lack of 
infrastructure which is already mentioned in this enactment. An 
improvement should be made in this area. So, infrastructure facilities 
should be provided in order to successfully implement this enactment. 

Finally, Madam, there is a proverb that 'Man is the enemy of 
what is unknown to him'. Here, ignorance is creating unnecessary 
enmity. And to fight this kind of enmity, free flow of information is highly 
essential. This is the age of openness and the age of Information 
Technology. 

This is the age of openness, this is the age of information 
technology. But, it is unfortunate for the mankind that despite all this, 
many of the information are not disclosed. But, definitely, it will be a 
solution for that kind of problem.  Thank you. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You said one proverb, but there is 
another proverb, "Ignorance is a bliss".   It is better not to know 
anything. 

SHRI MP. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI:  That is right. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, Shri Swaraj Kaushal. 

SHRI SWARAJ KAUSHAL : Madam, we congratulate the hon. 
Minister for bringing forward this Bill. When Section (3) of the Bill 
reads, "all citizens shall have freedom of information", I think, it is a 
great day for democracy. It is a great day for the citizens. It is an 
occasion, as important as the Magna Carta. It is a right that is very 
valuable, and. I am happy that Parliament is conceding that to the 
citizens of the country. My only concern is that although the right is 
valuable, it has not been included in Chapter-Ill, that is, the 
Fundamental Rights, of the Constitution of India. My concern is, what is 
given in the Bill should not be taken away by the Executive Bill. So, we 
are happy that this Bill has come, but we would have been happier, if 
the Bill had come in the form of Fundamental Rights granted to the 
citizens. 
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Madam, when we go to clause 8 of the Bill, sub-clause (c) 
says, "information, the disclosure of which would prejudicially affect 
the conduct of Centre-State relations". I cannot visualise as to what 
can that area be. When you bring forward this provision, is it that you 
have something like the Cauvery dispute in mind; otherwise, the 
relations between the Centre and the State ought to be made public to 
the citizens of the country. This provision is considerably vague. 

Sub-clause (e) of clause 8 which relates to exemption from 
disclosure of information, says, " minutes or records of advice including 
legal advice, opinions or recommendations made by an officer of a 
public authority during the decision-making process prior to the 
executive decision or policy formulation". 

Madam, once we accept that probity in public life is important, 
once we accept that accountability in public life is absolutely 
necessary, I do not understand the justification of including this 
provision. I believe, it is wrong, and, I for one, do not understand the 
rational behind including this. 

Then, what is given under section (3) is, in fact, diluted by 
section 8(e). When we go to clause (16), "Nothing contained in this 
Act shall apply to intelligence and security organisations, specified in 
this Schedule being organisations established by Central Government 
or any information furnished by such organisations to that 
Government". Now, clause 2(2) says that "appropriate Government" 
is the Central Government and the State Government. But, here, under 
clause 16, the power to exclude or power to exempt is given only to the 
Central Government. And when the State Governments want certain 
organisations to be excluded, every time, the State Government has to 
come forward to the Central Government. I seek clarification from the 
hon. Minister in this regard. 

Madam, I will conclude only by bringing to the notice of the 
hon. Minister that the Schedule is not complete, and you have left out 
very important organisations. I know you can do that by an Executive 
notification, and it is for this reason that I am bringing this to your kind 
notice. Madam, though you have included various organisations, what 
has been left out is an organisation that guards the Prime Minister and 
the ex-Prime Ministers. Somehow, the Special Protection Group has 
been excluded from the list of 19 organisations.   You have included the 
Special 
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Branch (CID), Andaman and Nicobar, the Crime Branch-C.I.D.-C.B, 
Dadra and Nagar Haveli, and so on, but you have left out the Special 
Protection Group. And, one thing that I cannot understand is why the 
Narcotics Control Bureau has been included in this Schedule. When 
there is some information which relates to the security of the State, it is 
important, as such, but is it not advisable for the NGOs or 
organisations - which work for the elimination of the drug traffic in the 
country - to know as to what kind of work the Narcotics Control 
Bureau is doing? Who are the people involved in drug trafficking? The 
Narcotics Control Bureau is an organisation that should not have been 
included in the Schedule. 

Madam, we welcome the Bill, and we congratulate the 
Government for bringing forward this progressive and historic piece of 
legislation. Thank you, Madam. 

SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN (Nominated): Unlike most of the 
Members, Madam, I have some apprehensions With regard to this Bill. 
Let me express them. It is based on the Financial Memorandum 
annexed to the Statement of Objects and Reasons, which says that the 
manpower requirement arising from this legislation will probably be met 
from within the existing sanctioned strength of various agencies at the 
Central and State level, and will not be too much of a burden on the 
Executive. Madam, I take leave to demur from this. The moment you 
give all citizens access to information, they will start using it, even 
though there may be no purpose for it. Therefore, I am worried about 
the implementation of this Act, particularly, when you also provide that 
information means and includes 'inspection, and taking of extracts and 
notes'. This is clause 2(c). Now, in any Government office, where is 
the space for inspection? If many people were to come at any one 
point of time, demanding inspection, and if a file were to pass through 
many hands what will happen to the file? I know of an instance in my 
practice where an individual, for the purpose of an arbitration, went to 
inspect a file, he tore out and swallowed one of the most damaging 
document against him. Now, how are you going to protect the security 
of Government departments and Government files? I have grave 
apprehensions, and I would really recommend to the hon. Minister. 
Information is very good; please give it, as much as people want. But I 
would rather have - freedom of information means - clause 20(1) 
'obtaining copies of extracts and notes.' That is all right. The officer will 
give you copies - certified, good, copies.   But if somebody starts 
dissecting the file 
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or somebody goes for inspecting the file, and another person goes for 
inspecting it and thumbing it and so on, I do not know what will happen 
in Government departments? This will operate at all levels, including 
the panchayat level; all authorities, from the lowest to the highest. 
Therefore, I would respectfully request the hon. Minister to please bear 
this in mind. All this is very well in a very sophisticated society, in a 
small country, where there are a few people, but ours is a big country 
where everybody suspects everybody else, and Government the most. 
That is how it exists and that is how we are. So, I would respectfully 
suggest that when you give information, you certainly give; you appoint 
your officers, and let them give information in the form of copies or, as 
you say, certified copies of any records, and so on, but certainly not 
inspection because, if you open the doors for inspection, I am afraid - 
as it is, there is very poor governance in our country - the governance 
will come to a complete stop because half the files will be missing and 
the other half will probably be destroyed in course of time. I seriously 
mention this, Madam, for the consideration of the hon. Minister. Just 
imagine your Department, hon. Minister, where 50 or 100 people come 
every day to inspect some file. If somebody says that the file is with the 
Minister, that person would say, "No; I want it; I must have it; how can 
it be with the Minister; the Act says that I must get it. I must inspect the 
file."  The governance will stop. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: And then we will have a lot of cases 
in the form of PIL. 

SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN:  Yes; in the form of PIL, as it is ... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Everybody would do it. 

SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN: They will do it. Let the courts do it. 
They are already doing it in various forms, and I have grave 
apprehensions of this opening up of files totally to each and every and 
all and sundry, without any purpose, without any difficulty. 

Secondly, Madam, the Bill quite rightly says, as Mr. Kaushal 
has said, as per clause 3,"All citizens shall have freedom of 
information." It is an advancement on article 19 of the Constitution. 
Clause 6 uses the word 'person'. I take it; it means 'citizen'. I do not 
want foreigners to come and take advantage of this.   It is a very valid 
section -   Section 3.   It is not a 
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matter of interpretation. Don't say, "Why not?" I am very 
apprehensive. They will manipulate this Act far better than any of us 
can do, for various purposes, especially, when we have just passed 
the Biodiversity Bill. I mean, for all these purposes, it is the foreigners 
who are looking to various things that are happening in this country. I 
do not want them to take advantage of it. That is the second point. 

The third point is that there is a step clause - Section 1, sub-
section (3), which shall come into force on such date as the Central 
Government shall appoint. I would respectfully ask the hon. Minister to 
take care and see that it is not brought into force, until) the necessary 
infrastructure is obtained and he has examined all the ramifications of 
the rights that he is giving here, not only at the level of his Secretariat, 
but at the level of each and every local body or local authority. 
Therefore, it was, perhaps, far better to have proceded on the basis 
initially of only with the Central Government and work downwards later, 
having regard to the experience gained. Therefore, I would respectfully 
submit to the hon. Minister that while this is very good in concept, in 
practice, how it is going to work is something that must receive his 
attention. 

The last point that I wish to make is this. I find that there is a 
material departure from Section 14 as introduced in the Lok Sabha and 
was ultimately passed. Section 14 says : The provisions of the Official 
Secrets Act and every other Act in force shall cease to be effective to 
the extent to which they are inconsistent with the provisions of this 
Act." Whereas we now have a section, which says : "The provisions of 
this Act shall have effect notwithstanding anything inconsistent with the 
Official Secrets Act," and not that it shall cease to operate. The Official 
Secrets Act is a blot, I agree, on our Statute Book, but it should be 
removed. But, there are sections which are still required having regard 
to the army and other installations, but they extend even to ordinary 
information that we obtain. I would request the hon. Minister to please 
tell us whether this Official Secrets Act will stand repealed, whether any 
information that will be given in pursuance of it will be treated as 
information which should not be given under the Official Secrets Act; or 
if information is derived, otherwise and through the mechanism of this 
Bill, will it still invoke the penalties that are prescribed? There is some 
difficulty. I do not know how this section came to be changed.  All I 
would prefer is the original wording. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What will happen to the 'Oath of 
Secrecy' the Ministers take? Through the files everything will be 
known. 
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SHRI FALI S. NARIMAN: Yes. I have a great apprehension 
about how it is going to work.   It is all very good in conception. 

SHRI B. P. SINGHAL: Inspection of the files would really make 
a chaos of the entire governance. 

SHRI KULDIP NAYYAR (Nominated): Madam, I think some of 
the fears expressed by Members are ill-founded. If that was the case, 
then there would not be a need for the right to information at all. 
Madam, I want to tell you that it is working in Karnataka, Maharashtra, 
Goa, Delhi and Rajasthan. They are doing with it very well. If they can 
handle it, then why can't the Centre handle it very well? But, my 
objection to this Bill is that it does not give enough scope for 
transparency. Nor is there any accountability. Let me tell you about the 
first point - transparency. Section 8 is a classic example. This 
examines every paper, deliberations of the Council of Ministers, 
Secretaries and other Officers. This is what we would like to know. We 
would like to know, as a citizen, as to why the Government came to a 
certain conclusion. Just because you happen to be in the Government 
does not mean that public and reporters should not know. This is part 
of democracy. Incidentally, Goa has allowed it; Maharashtra has 
allowed it; and Karnataka has allowed it, but the Centre has not 
allowed it. I was a member of the Standing Committee where this was 
discussed. If I recall correctly, regarding this Official Secrets Act, they 
said that this would either go or would be modified accordingly. This 
was the assurance given to us. But there was one thing we had 
recommended, which is a very innocuous clause. Today, a person 
goes from pillar to post to get information. So, we had suggested, and 
this was, "Public authorities must publish a list of their publications so 
that the general public could browse them, for knowing about the 
activities and functions of public institutions:" I think, this was the 
minimum which should have been included in the Bill. I do not know 
why it has not been included. Now, I come to accountability. Today, 
an officer can say 'No', and that is all. There is no penalty; there is no 
challenge. He is the person who decides. In the Act, there are only two 
appeals. Both the appeals lie to the Government; they do not lie 
beyond the Government. I do not know why Clause 15 of this Bill bars 
the jurisdiction of Courts. There is no justification for barring the 
jurisdiction of the Court. I do not understand why this Bill is doing that. 
I also suggest that there should be a penalty clause for the officer who 
says that he would take a lot of time or who refuses wrongly. 
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What is the punishment? There is no punishment in this Bill at all, not 
even a fine of Rs.50. So, some punishment should be there. I suggest, 
Madam Deputy Chairman, that there should be an independent 
monitoring body for implementation of the right to information. This 
independent monitoring body should have Government's 
representatives, NGOs' representatives, journalists, academicians, 
lawyers, etc., so that' this can really be an independent body which 
would be able to find out as to why a particular information has not 
been given. Lastly, at the very least, this Bill should be amended to 
include, as I said, an independent appeal mechanism and a penalty 
clause. Many State laws have taken these into consideration. The 
Central Government must follow their example in this regard.  Thank 
you. 

)�������: �P FBQPE abqt QPk fgP `हbW X�MJaT हe dDB mMXtY HI 
QFB Q� _P Q�_P `et _PXQYk  
 �� 	�$�� �p (]©F �_Ka ) : A\�A, AG `हbW SeZB uF ZR  _ �EBNDZ `etTK 
JP JeXaa JcN dBk Aहe_DB, M` MK IहtK We AG ANOP QP Je �CDEB_ _KTB UBहR NdB gtK हP 
mWTP _KFP JK  `B_ Dह X`t `BDB ह\ Qe XJ `हbW IहtK H QBTB UBXहY �Bk HQ mM 
M_T An TFKC� AeहT QP Tहj हG, Qe XJ MBtr MBt tdBWBF mM XE�KDJ JK  XtY MNघ�z 
JFWK FहK, HQ mM AyJK  IF ]TJP हAn DB_ H FहP ह\ Q`XJ MFJBF Dह X`t tBp ह\ 
uF ]MJK  XtY AG MFJBF Je `�Bp _KWB हR N k A\�A, MRUTB JB fX�JBF `हbW QcFP ह\, 
qDrXJ हABFK DहBN WABA {MP `BWn हG Qe T We APX�DB Je IWB Ut IBWP हG uF T tedr 
Je IWB Ut IBWP हG uF ]TJK  TBA IF MFJBFP _¯WFr An Q`_z[W _bcIDed हeWB ह\k 
mMXtY AG mM MRUTB JK  fX�JBF JB `हbW `oB I��F हR N, tKXJT MB� MB� Qe 
MK�d��Qz XtY dY हG ]TJe uF `�BTB UBXहY �B uF Q\MB XJ [EFBQ Jyat QP TK 
JहB XJ mt\`eFKZ Tहj XJDB dDB, Jहj Jहj X`�Jb t EKd ह\, We ]TJe mt\`eFKZ JFTK 
JK  XtY fdF MFJBF `B_ An Jep TeZPX�JK aT XTJBt MJK  We AKFK �DBt MK Dह `हbW 
f¤SB हedB k ]_BहFl JK  XtY AG YJ SeZP MP `BW JहTB UBहWB हR Nk A\�A, HI TK `etB 
XJ IP.Hp. Yt. हrdP k A\�A IP.Hp.Yt.We हrdP uF mWTP MP.`P.Hp. JP QBNU 
हrdP XJ MFJBF Je MNgBtTB Ab|£Jt हe QBYdB qDrXJ mN��A®aT _KTB fITP Qdह ह\, 
tKXJT MKqaT-4 (�P) An JहB dDB ह\ XJ "Give reasons for its decisions, 
whether administrative or quasi-judicial to those affected by such 
decisions.fdF YJ YJ f�MF Je JBFl `WBTB IoKdB We XJWTP Ab|£Jt हedP? 
A\�A, X�MPQT qDB ह\, Dह We ]MTK `WB X_DB, tKXJT XJM EQह MK ]M TK Dह 
X�MPQT XtDB, Dह `WBTB IoB We mWTP IP0Hp0Yt0 uF MP0`P0Hp0 mNqEBDFPQ 
JP ABNd हedP XJ MFJBF JK  XtY हn�t JFTB Ab|£Jt हe QBYdB k A\�A, HdK MKqaT 
8(p) mMK X`�Jb t JBN�KX�qZ JFWB ह\ k MKqaT 8 An I�mNZ H]Z XJDB dDB ह\ XJ 
Clause 8(e) says: "Minutes or records of advice, including legal 
advice, opinions or recommendations made by any officer of a public 
authority.." 
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                     Dह X�[qteQ Tहj JF MJWB We Eह FPQT qDB `WBYdB XJ XJM EQह 
MK AGTK Dह �\ MtB XtDB uF mM Qdह HJF Dह ABAtB �N M QBYdB  k 

)����*&+ ( �� ��	( �jo	� ) ��.���� ह�/ 0 
 

 _RMFP UPQ Dह ह\ XJ MKqaT 11.3 JK  fNWdzW Qe mT��AnaT �X�MF XTDb~ 
XJDB QB FहB ह\, ]M Je 60 X_T JB MAD X_DB dDB ह\k AKFK �DBt MK mM Je घZBJF 
30 X_T XJDB QBTB UBXहY qDrXJ 60 X_T JB MAD `हbW tN`B हedB k mMXtY mM 
IPXFD� Je 60 X_T JP Qdह 30 X_T XJDB QBTB UBXहYk mM JK  ftBEB MKqDRXFZPQ 
YQnMPQ uF mNZ\tPQnM YQnMPQ Je MKqaT 16.1 An YqMqtR� XJDB dDB ह\k Dह `हbW 
हP MNEK_TaPt `BW ह\ k Aहe_D, Dह �PJ ह\ XJ Dह _Ka JP MbF�B uF db�WUBF 
YQnXMDr JK  `BFK An QBTJBFP Tहj XAtTP UBXहY, tKXJT XJM ह_ WJ ? Aहe_D XJMP 
T XJMP ह_ WJ हAn Jb S MRUTB We Abह\DB JFBTP IoKdP k ]_BहFl JK  XtY AG F� JP `BW 
JFWB हR N kF� T�T �tBT YqMIn�PUF An HWB ह\ k f` Eह qDB JF FहB ह\, q DB Tहj JF 
FहB ह\, XJMP Je Jb S IWB Tहj UtWB ह\k Dह IB�tDBAnZ WJ Je QBTTK JB fX�JBF 
Tहj ह\, J\ X`TKZ MK�K ZFP WJ Je QBTTK JB fX�JBF Tहj ह\k mMXtY dETzAnZ JK  fN_F 
Jep JAKZP `TBp QBTP UBXहY DB Jep uF �DE[�B हe, tKXJT mM WFह JP Jb S T 
Jb S QBTJBFP We हeTP UBXहYk fJB]ZKX`XtZP We हFKJ JP X�qM हeTP UBXहY uF N
Dह J\ MK X�qM हedP, Dह gP IWB हeTB UBXहYk  
 Aहe_D, AG `P.IP. �Mहt QP JB `हbW MiABT JFWB हR N k ]CहrTK YJ `BW 
APX�DB JK  MN`N� An ]�Bpk Dह _BXD^E APX�DB IF gP IoTB UBXहY XJ Eह `WBYN XJ 
]CहrTK Jep �`F XJM XtY SBIP k AG DहBN ]T MK MहAW Tहj हR N qDrXJ APX�DB Je 
Mb�PA JeZz MK �eZKqaT XAtB हbH ह\ k tKXJT AG mWTB QcF JहRNdB XJ...  
 
 �� ��	�(�!� ��� l�ह�: mMXtY qDrXJ Eह fqMF SBI _KWK हG XJ (1) As 
per an insider view  uF YJ �DR SBI _KWK हGk CDRQ We �PJ ह\,�DRQ SBI _KWK हG On 
conditions of anonymity We ]T �IPXTDNM JB MeMz HTB QcFP ह\k  
 

�� 	�$�� �p: Aहe_D, ]Cहn JeZz JB �eZKqaT XAtB हbH ह\ XJ ]TJK  XtY 
MeMz X�[qteQ JFTB QcFP Tहj ह\, tKXJT AG HI JP `BW Je HdK `�BWK हbY Jह FहB 
हR N XJ APX�DB JP fJB]ZKX`XtZP X�qM JFn qDrXJ `हbW tedr JB `हbW WFह MK N
fIABT हe QBWB ह\ uF Eह `B_ An `हbW Y±P�� �Pt JFWK हGk Aहe_D, Dह �KM 
JB]NXMt  �� mNX�DB Je AQ`RW JF JK  XJDB QB MJWB ह\ Q\MK XJ Mb�AB QP  JB 
HmX�DB �B XJ APX�DB JB]XMt `TBp QBY uN F ]M Je Dह fX�JBF _K X_DB QBY 
XJ Eह ]TJP  fJB]ZKX`XtZP N  X�qM  JFK XQM JK  XtY APX�DB HN[EFK`t हek 
Aहe_D, HQ ]MK XFX�ABN� JFWK हG, AG gP �KM JB]XMt �� mNX�DB JB An`F हR NN , ]MK 
Jep fX�JBF  Tहj  ह\, Jep  a|~  Tहj  ह\ k  ]MK  JA  MK  JA  Dह  fX�JBF  X_DB  
QB  MJWB ह\ XJ fdF ]MK �KM JB]°XMt �� mNX�DB MQB _KWP ह\ We { MBt JK  XtY 
]M JK  �P.Y.EP.IP.  JK   XE¾BIT  `N_  JF   _Kk  mM  WFह  �KM  JB]XMt N  ��  mNX�DB  
DB APX�DB JP  XJMP  `��P  Je  fJB]ZKX`XtZPN   X�qM  JFTK  JB  fX�JBF  X_DB 
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QBTB UBXहY, tKXJT fdF mT��AnaT X`t JB Xह[MB APX�DB Je `TB X_DB dDB We 
IOJBF WNd हe QBYNdK k  
                           Aहe_D, Ab�K DहP JहTB �B, �CDEB_ k 

 
)����*&+ ( �� ��	( �jo	� ) : �P FBA QK�AtBTP k 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI (Maharashtra): Mr. Vice-Chairman, 
Sir, I thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak. The great 
American Democracy gave this measure to the American people in the 
year 1966, when President Johnson was the President of the United 
States of America. I still distinctly remember that it became a cause for 
national celebration, and I remember, a very glittering press conference 
was called, where, President Johnson said, "this is the proudest day in 
the history of the American Democracy, and it is the proudest day in my 
tenure as the President of the United States of America that I am putting 
my signatures on this Bill, to become a law." I hope this Government 
will get due credit for having brought this Bill at an opportune time, and I 
must compliment everybody who is connected with the bringing 
forward of this Bill, and its passage today through Parliament. Mr. 
Chairman Sir, it must be acknowledged that this Bill does not grant 
what the Liberals would have asked for. This Bill represents a 
compromise between two everlastingly conflicting interests, that is, 
bureaucratic secrecy on the one hand and democratic transparency on 
the other; on the one hand, the needs of governance, and on the other, 
the rights of the people to know how their elected representatives and 
bureaucrats are behaving. I do not suggest that this Bill is a perfect 
measure. My friend, Shri Kuldip Nayyar, made some complaint; I think 
he is perfectly justified. I believe that when we have more experience of 
the working of this Bill, and when the Government acquires more self-
confidence about it, improvements would be made in this law, and the 
people will get what they really deserve. But it must be understood that 
the Bill does not purport to, and does not pretend to confer rights. The 
Rights are created by Article 19 of the Constitution of India. The Rights 
have already been evolved by the Supreme Court of India, and taking 
the cue from the Supreme Court of the United States and the freedom 
of Information Bill which was passed in the United States in 1966, this 
Bill only creates a mechanism as to how that right is to be enforced, 
and ultimately, if there is any difficulty in the implementation of this Bill, 
or if there is any kind  of dereliction  of duty  in  enforcing the  provisions  
of this  Bill,  the 
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fundamental right of the people to know how the Government is carried 
on, will be enforced by the High Courts in proper Writs under Article 
226 and Writs even under Article 32, because the right arises out of 
Article 19 of the Constitution. I hope the Government, while acting upon 
the provisions of this law, will see to it that they set up healthy practices 
and healthy precedents, so that and they do not try to find loopholes in 
the Bill for defeating the people's right to know. On the other hand, 
they should so interpret the Bill generously and in accordance with the 
spirit of the Constitution, that people 'get as much of information, as is 
perfectly consistent with the nation's security and other interests which 
are protected. 

My friend, Shri Fali S. Nariman, is a very liberal Member of 
Parliament -- I have known him outside to be a liberal politician - I have 
never seen him argue as an ultra-conservative as he has done today. 
This is a new facet of my friend, Shri Fali S. Nariman. First of all, he 
asked not to bring forth this Bill until a mechanism is created, and so 
on and so forth. My advice, Madam Minister, is : please, bring this Bill 
and bring this Act into force as early as you can. In fact, you should 
bring it absolutely forthwith because it is not that the Bill is creating a 
new right. The Bill is only creating a mechanism for the enforcement of 
a right which is already created by the Constitution of India and which, 
we have not so far been able to recognize and enforce. My friend, Shri 
Fali S. Nariman, said : 'well, do not give the right to inspect, give the 
right to make copies.' This is putting the cart before the horse. I am 
surprised", my friend, Shri Fali S. Nariman, is not here 
...(Interruptions)... Section 76 of the Indian Evidence Act, which 
creates the right to get certified copies of some public record says : 
"That officer is under a duty to grant certified copies when somebody 
has a right to inspect that document." The right of inspection is a 
condition precedent to the right to obtain copies. Therefore, the Bill 
must give inspection rights, and after inspecting a document, you may 
find that it is not worthwhile spending money on getting certified 
copies. Besides, if you don't have the right to inspection, you might 
get wrong certified copies, you might get certified copies which don't 
really coordinate, which do not fit in with the actual record. So, I think 
inspection must be given. My friend, Shri Fali S. Nariman, has another 
premonition, about the meaning of the word 'person'. Person in the 
context of this Act must mean a person on whom the right to 
information is created under the Act, and the right to information 
arising out of Article 19 exists only for citizens unlike Article 14 -the right 
to equality --it does not apply to all persons, it only applies to the 
citizens of India. So, 
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that also is somewhat unfounded. I hope the Government will interpret 
this in a liberal spirit. 

I must say that this is, in a sense, an advance on the American 
version. The American version has 13 exceptions in which the right to 
know is not recognised, information is not furnished. When we were 
discussing this Bill, we reduced that number to 8. I believe that there 
are about seven or eight exceptions in the Bill, and, therefore, it is, in a 
sense, an advance on what that great American democracy has given 
to it. But, ultimately, it all depends on the spirit in which you administer 
this law. If there are liberals who constitute the Government, the Bill or 
the law will serve the purpose for which it is meant. It is meant to serve 
a great purpose, and, I hope, the Government will satisfy the 
aspirations of the people. With these words, I support the Bill, and I 
compliment the people who have something to do with bringing this 
law.  Thank you,'Sir. 

SHRI H.K. JAVARE GOWDA (Karnataka): Sir, I welcome the 
Freedom of Information Bill, 2002. Sir, many of my colleagues have 
elaborately discussed about the implications of the Bill. Under clause 4, 
an obligation is cast upon every public authority to provide information 
to every individual who seeks information, from the point of view of 
transparency and accountability of every act of the Government. 

Clause 7 reads as follows: 

"(1) On receipt of a request under section 6, the Public 
Information Officer shall, as expeditiously as possible, and in 
any case, within thirty days of the receipt of the request, either 
provide the information requested on payment of such fee as 
may be prescribed or reject the request for any of the reasons 
specified in sections 8 and 9." 

I want to seek a clarification from the hon. Minister. Sir, we are in the 
information age. The technology has developed so much. I don't think 
it would require 30 days to get a certified copy or any information! If, in 
this computer age, when one can easily have access to documents, 
you are providing the Public Information Officers a period of 30 days. 
This will cause inordinate delay in having access to information under 
their control. I, therefore, request the hon. Minister to reduce this 
period to 15 days. 
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For safeguarding the interests of the nation, clause 8 provides 
a power to the Government to protect the information, in certain 
cases. I welcome it. 

Clause 9 gives a sort of discretionary power to the public 
authority to reject a request for information. The Bill specifically 
mentions the cases where an individual is entitled to get information, 
and where he is not entitled. I don't know why, under this clause, the 
power has been given to the authorities to reject a request. I think, it is 
not correct. 

Sir, in clause 12 of the Bill, a provision is made for making an 
appeal to the authority, if the request of an applicant for seeking 
information is rejected. Sir, though the provision for making an appeal 
has been made, there is no specific time-limit mentioned in the Bill. 
There should have been a time-limit fixed for the disposal of an appeal; 
otherwise, it will not serve the purpose. 

As regards the other aspects of the matter, under clause 15, 
keeping everything out of the jurisdiction of the courts is not desirable. 
Not only in this legislation, but in many other legislations also, we are 
barring the jurisdiction of the courts. It is not a good sign. One may say 
that if you provide for the civil court's jurisdiction, it may protract the 
proceedings, and it will lead to unnecessary delay. But this Bill does 
not deal with such matters. But if any individual or Government is not 
going to oblige the request of an individual, then the ultimate remedy is 
the court. Therefore, I feel, this aspect should be reconsidered. The 
civil court jurisdiction should be provided under the Bill. Another thing 
is, we are not making the public aware of whatever laws we are 
making. They are not aware of the existing laws. As a result, the laws 
are sometimes misused. Therefore, people should be made aware of 
the various laws being enacted. Unless this kind of an awareness is 
created among the people, we will not be able to achieve the purpose 
of this enactment. With these words, I support this Bill, Thank you, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Hon. 
Minister, please. 
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SHRIMATI VASUNDHARA RAJE: Sir, I am very, very grateful to 
the hon. Members of this august House for their enthusiastic 
participation in this debate on the Freedom of Information Bill, 2002. 
The hon. Members will appreciate that the proposed legislation actually 
seeks to radically change the ethos and culture of the administrative 
system and mark a substantive departure from the hitherto accepted 
culture of functioning inside the Government. We are often said to be 
living in the information age. Access to information about Government, 
which has gained momentum in the late 20th Century, is a pre-requisite 
to an effective democracy and participation in it. Viewed in this context, 
openness is fundamental to the political health of a modern State. All 
citizens must be in a position where they can understand and access 
the policy followed by Governments. The Right to Information has, 
therefore, become one of the Fundamental Rights of the present-day 
citizen. However, of the nearly 200 independent countries in the world, 
less than 20 have given their citizens the legal right to Government 
information. It is, therefore, a matter of great pride for this country, with 
its manifoid problems and its myriad diversity, to be in the forefront of 
the Comity of Nations, in making available to its citizen a statutory 
mechanism to enforce their Fundamental Right on the functioning of the 
Government. With this short preamble, I would now like to straightway 
go to the various points that have been raised by hon. Members and 
attempt to reply to some of the queries. Pranabda raised the point 
about jurisdiction of the courts being barred. On this, I would like to say 
that the Working Group, under Shri H.D. Shourie, considered the 
option of the appellate remedy. They felt that it would not be an 
effective appellate remedy, considering the state of arrears in the courts 
and the pending litigations that were there. The Working Group then 
recommended that there could be an appeal which could be disposed 
by the District Forum, the State Commission or the National 
Commissions under the Consumer Protection Act of 1986. Sir, it was 
then felt that the state of arrears in the Consumer Fora was a 
discouraging factor in accepting the recommendations made by the 
Working Group. So, it was decided to dispense with the jurisdiction of 
lower courts, as this would not help in speeding up the process. It is 
only the jurisdiction of the lower courts that is being barred. The Writ 
Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the High Courts, under Article 32 
and 226, respectively, would remain and would, perhaps, be enough to 
decide such cases. Then, Sir, Mr. Swaraj Kaushal, Dr. Chandra Kala 
Pandey, Shri Reddy, Shri Kuldip Nayyar and Apteji said that the 
exemption list is too large, and something should be done about it. 
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Apteji said that the restrictions under Article 19 of the Constitution were 
alright, but clauses 8 and 9 of the Bill were too pervasive, and 
something should be done. Sir, there is no freedom of information 
legislation which exists anywhere in the world today that does not have a 
set of exemptions. The total number of exemptions, as proposed in the 
present Bill, are 7 under clause 8, and 4, under clause 9, and they 
compare favourably with the prevailing legislations around the world. 
These exemptions, in one form or the other, are present in the freedom 
of information legislations of Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, the 
Netherlands, the USA. Prance, Canada and the UK There are, however, 
areas like pubic emploment. public appointments and honours, etc., 
which are not there in the present Bill. The Report of the Shourie 
Working Group suggested a total of fourteen exemptions. We have 
reduced them to eleven. Some of the exemptions proposed by them are 
not part of this Bill. They are, the information, the disclosure of which 
would prejudicially affect the management of services under and 
operations of public authorities; the information, the disclosure of which 
would not subserve any public interest; the information, the disclosure 
of which would prejudicially affect the competitive position of a third 
party. ' These are the three things left out. The Government is not aware 
of any judicial pronouncements, which allow absolute freedom of 
information. Even the Constitution of India recognises the limits to 
freedom of expression, as set forth in article 19(2). Eventually, the Act, 
as and when passed, would be tested through various challenges in 
judicial and administrative fora. The judicial pronouncements and the 
administrative experience gained through the implementation of the Act 
will clarify its contents, and lead to further necessary modifications, as 
has been the experience in the other developed countries as well. 

Shri Pranab Mukherjee mentioned something about internal 
deliberation and he wants to know what is the rationale behind the 
clause 8(1)(e) of the Bill. According to the United Kingdom 
Government White Paper, which was presented to the Parliament in 
1997, the internal discussions and advice is exempted from disclosure 
in Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, Netherlands, USA, France and 
Canada. In India also, the Freedom of Information Bill exempts minutes 
or records of advice including legal advice, opinions or 
recommendations. The Group of Ministers felt that in order to enable 
the officers to give free and fearless advice, it is essential 
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to protect internal discussion and advice, but final decision of the 
Government will be available to the general public, except in regard to 
the exemptions which are provided under clauses 8 and 9 of the 
Freedom of Information Bill. 

Shri Uday Pratap Singh said that there should not be any 
contradiction between the dictates of secrecy and provisions of the Bill. 
Basically, clause 14 of the Freedom of Information Bill gives overriding 
effect to the proposed Act, as it lays down that the Official Secrets Act, 
1923 and every other Act in force, shall cease to be operative to the 
extent to which they are inconsistent with the present Bill. Shri Nariman 
referred to the Official Secrets Act. After the receipt of Shourie Working 
Group Report, the Ministry of Home Affairs has examined the Official 
Secrets Act, 1923 and concluded that there is no inherent contradiction 
between the Official Secrets Act, 1923 and the proposed Freedom of 
Information Act. While the Freedom of Information Act casts an 
obligation on the part of the public authority to provide information, 
which is not exempted under clauses 8 and 9, the Official Secrets Act, 
1923, deals, basically, with prosecution of persons communicating 
official secrets to other persons. Thus, the ambit and scope of the 
Official Secrets Act, 1923, is different from the Freedom of Information 
Act, but, to the extent that there is any contradiction, it is the Freedom 
of Information Act which would prevail over the other Acts. The 
Parliamentary Standing Committee, while upholding this particular 
provision, has also given a recommendation, namely, that the word 
"Act" may be extended to cover Instruments also. This will ensure that 
the provisions contrary to the Freedom of Information legislation, even if 
these are contained in rules, guidelines, manuals, etc., shall be brought 
in conformity. This is what Shri Uday Pratap Singh has said. 

Shri Prithviraj Chavan and Shri Reddy asked: Why should the 
Bill be called "Freedom of Information Bill"? Why shouldn't it be 
"Right to Information Bill"? The right to know has been judicially 
recognised as a facet of the fundamental right to free speech and 
expression enshrined in article 19(1) of the Constitution. The purpose 
of passing the Freedom of Information Bill is primarily to provide a 
statutory framework for that right and it is felt that the expression 
"freedom of information" more fully reflects the spirit and intent in the 
proposed legislation. I will give you some examples. In Australia, there 
is a Freedom of Information Act. Ireland, USA and UK also have the 
same type of Acts.    Canada has the Access to 
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Information Act. New Zealand has the Official Information Act. The 
Netherlands have the Government of Information (Public Access) Act. 
South Africa has the Promotion of Access to Information Act. 

Shri Kuldip Nayyar, Shri Pranab Mukherjee and Shrimati Saroj 
Dubey mentioned about the absence of penalty provision in the Bill. 
They said that there should be some kind of a penal provision. With 
regard to the criticism relating to the absence of a penal provision in the 
Bill, there was a view that it would not be desirable to provide for a 
penalty provision in the Bill as it might generate resistance and 
resentment among employees. There would also be a lot of 
prosecution which can be avoided. It was felt that the recommendation 
of the Working Group for amendment to rule 11 of 
the CCS (Conduct) Rules, 1964 would take care of those concerns. 
After the Freedom of Information Bill introduced by the Central 
Government becomes an Act, the CCS(Conduct) Rules, and the 
corresponding rules are proposed to be amended requiring a 
Government servant to give information which is asked for by an 
Institution or an individual under the Act. Any officer, who deliberately 
withholds information or gives false information, shall be liable to action 
under the relevant disciplinary rules and the departmental penalty was 
considered sufficient because they are quite stringent, I mean, from 
censure, it goes up to withholding of promotion, recovery from pay, 
reduction to a lower stage in the time scale of pay, withholding of 
increments of pay, reduction in rank, pay, grade or service and 
compulsory retirement, removal or dismissal from service. 

Sir, Mr. Nayyar, Dr. Chandrakala Pandey and Mrs. Saroj 
Dubey asked as to why there should not be an independent appeal 
mechanism to prevent over-burdening of courts. The question of 
providing independent appeal mechanism was examined very carefully. 
It was noted that the deficiencies in the working of Consumer Forums 
as well as the Courts in the form of massive arrears and chronic 
shortages of man power, would appear to undermine the effectiveness 
of either of these forums. On the other hand, departmental appeals 
would be far more economical and cost effective. For those people, 
who are dissatisfied with the outcome of the appeal, the writ jurisdiction 
of .the High Court would be still available. In view of this, it was 
considered that the Bill should provide for two-tier appellate remedy of 
a purely departmental character at different levels to be determined by 
the appropriate Government and that could be utilised usefully. 
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Then, Prof. Sankaralingam and Mrs. Saroj Dubey asked as to 
why the private organisations are not under the scope of the Bill. We 
felt, that while extension of the proposed legislation to the private 
sector may have an emotive appeal, it needs to be recognised that the 
basic purpose of the Freedom of Information legislation was to promote 
openness, transparency and accountability in Government and to 
facilitate a fuller and more meaningful participation of the people in the 
governance. So, this cannot be said to apply wholly to private 
businesses which are not required to primarily sub-serve public interest 
as it is commonly understood. Any attempt to bring the private sector 
under the proposed legislation could be regarded as excessive 
intrusion into the freedom and management of private sector and there 
is a danger that it might become a tool for competitive strategy. 
Information relating to operations of private firms which impinges on 
public interest such as health, safety, environment standards, in any 
case, would be accessible under the provisions of the Act framed by 
the concerned regulatory authority and there need not be any 
apprehensions of the public interest being allowed to suffer. It is also 
noteworthy that none of the advanced democracies such as USA, 
Canada and Australia have thought it fit to widen its laws to this extent 
to cover the private sector. 

Mr. Reddy asked as to how could a Minister give information 
when he has taken the "Oath of secrecy"? In this connection, I would 
like to say that as part of the 'public authority' within the meaning of the 
proposed Act, the Minister can communicate and give information to 
the public save as is barred from disclosure under the 'exemption' 
clause. So, there is no conflict between the 'oath of secrecy' and the 
'Freedom of Information Bill' and the Minister can take the oath as 
before. 

Mr. Chavan, Dr. Chandrakala Pandey and Mr. Reddy asked as 
to what is the remedy, if the Public Information Officer does not furnish 
the information that is required under the 'Freedom of Information Act' 
when it comes into force. Sir, It is proposed to amend the 
CCS(Conduct) Rules so as to provide that every Government servant 
shall, in his good faith, communicate information that is required by the 
public in accordance with the Act. The failure to furnish information on 
a request made under the Act or wilfully withholding any office 
information would amount to violation of the Conduct Rules and would 
make the Public Information Officer liable to disciplinary action, as I 
mentioned, under the relevant Rules. There is also an appeal 
mechanism to take care of this. 
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Many hon. Members have shown their concern on various 
aspects of the Bill and, some of which, according to them, have fallen 
short of their notions of complete transparency and openness. I would 
only say that enactments of this nature can never remain one-off 
measure, the finality of which is fixed ab-initio. 

In the novel and far-reaching experiments which have been 
attempted by passing a law on the freedom of information, there is a 
need to learn, as we move on. I can only assure the hon. Members, on 
behalf of the Government, that we will remain committed to providing 
an open framework of governance to the citizens of the country. And, it 
would be our endeavour to effect all necessary corrections and 
improvements in the provisions of the Act in the light of the experience 
gained in its working, with the passage of time. I would like to thank all 
the hon. Members, especially Shri Ram Jethmalani, Shri Nariman, Shri 
Rajiv Shukla, Shri Narayanan and the last but not the least Shri 
Prithviraj Chavan. With these words, I commend the Bill to the House. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Now, I put 
the motion for consideration to vote. The question is: 

To move that the Bill to provide for freedom to every citizen to 
secure access to information under the control of public 
authorities, consistent with public interest, in order to promote 
openness, transparency and accountability in administration 
and in relation to matters connected therewith or incidental 
thereto, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

7?? motion was adopted. 

. THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI):  We shall 
now take up the clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill. 

Clause 2 to 7 were added to the Bill. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Clause 
8. There are three amendments, Nos.1 to-3, by Shri Prithviraj Chavan. 
Are you moving? 
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SHRI PRITHVIRAJ CHAVAN: Sir. I move: 

Clause 8 - (Exemption from Disclosure of Information) 

(1) That at page 4, for lines 32 and 33, the following be 
substituted, namely: - 

"(d) Cabinet papers, including records of 
deliberations of the Council of Ministers and 
Secretaries;" 

(2) That at page 4, line 40, after the words "any person" 
the words "except when, and to the extent, over-
riding public interest requires its disclosure" be 
inserted. 

(3) That at page 4, after line 43, the following proviso be 
inserted, namely: - 

"Provided that information regarding the decision of 
the Cabinet, along with the reasons leading to the 
decision shall be made available and every 
Government order issued on the basis of a Cabinet 
decision shall be accompanied by a statement 
explaining the reasons for and the circumstances 
under which the decision was taken.The questions 
were put up and the motions were negated. 

Clauses a to 13 were added to the Bill. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Now, 
there is an amendment No. 4, by Shri Prithviraj Chavan for insertion of 
a new clause 13A. 

SHRI PRITHVIRAJ CHAVAN: Sir, I move: 

New Clause-13A 

(4) That at page 6, after line 27, the following new clause 
be 

inserted, namely:- 
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"13A. Where any competent authority, without any 
reasonable cause, fails to supply information sought 
for, or furnishes information which is false with regard 
to any material particulars, and which it knows, or has 
reasonable cause to believe it to be false, the authority 
immediately superior to the competent authority: 

(i) may impose a penalty not exceeding rupees 
five 

thousand after giving the competent authority 
a reasonable opportunity of being heard, and 
such penalty shall be recoverable from the 
salary of the competent authority, or, if no 
salary is drawn, as arrears of land revenue; 
and 

(ii) the competent authority shall also be liable to 
disciplinary   action    under   the    service    rules applicable 
to such competent authority". The question was put and 
the motion was negated. Clause 14 was added to the Bill. 

THE  VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI  SURESH  PACHOURI):  
Clause  15. There is an amendment, N0.5, by Shri Prithviraj Chavan. 

SHRI PRITHVIRAJ CHAVAN: Sir, I move: 

Clause 15 - (Bar of Jurisdiction of Courts) 

(5)   That at page 6, for clause 15, the following clause be 
substituted, namely: - 
"15. No court, other than a High Court, shall entertain 
any suit, application or other proceedings in respect of 
any order made under this Act; and no such order 
shall be called in question except in a High Court 
otherwise than by way of an appeal under this Act". 

The question was put up and the motion was 
negated. Clause 15 was added to the 
Bill. 

Clauses 16 to 21 and the Schedule were added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, the Enacting Formula and the title of the Bill were added to 
the 

Bill. 
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SHRIMATI VASUNDHARA RAJE: So, I move: 

That the Bill be passed.                                                                             
                             The question was put up and motion was adopted   
 �� ������ �s	�,� : ]IMgBLD� Aहe_D, Dह X`t We IBM हe dDB ह\, 
tKXJT Qe fAG�AnZ XFQKqZ XJY dY हG, ATB XJY dY हG,JBtBNWF An mMP MFJBF Je 
EBIM tBTK IoKdK uF YJ TDB X`t `TBTB IoKdB, Ab�K mMAn Jep aJ TQF Tहj H FहB 
ह\ k  
 �%�!�& ��&t �%�� �u� �%j�	 v	 �nj�� �ow��,� �%�� ( �� ���! 
�ह�$� ) : AG Dह Jह FहB �B XJ HI Dह JहndK XJ हABFP MFJBF HYdP We JFndKk 
fgP We HI हABFP MFJBF Je IJoJF Utn We fdtK _e WPT MBt JK  `B_ MeUndK k  
 �� ������ �s	�,� : Ab|£Jt MK _e WPT AहPTK JK  gPWF A\�A FBQK Je 
EBIM HTB IoKdB k  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Now, we 
take up the Transfer of Property (Amendment) Bill, 2002... 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN : Sir, I have to make a request. As 
decided in the Business Advisory Committee, we have two major Bills, 
namely, the Companies (Amendment) Bill and the Appropriation Bill, 
scheduled for tomorrow; day after tomorrow, we are discussing the 
Midterm Review and then, on Thursday, we are discussing the 
Competition Bill. Apart from this, the Bill relating to the Ordinance on 
the People's Representation Act, which is to be passed by Lok Sabha 
tomorrow, would also be brought before this House. So, I request the 
hon. Members that we should sit a little longer and finish the four Bills 
which are there on the Agenda today. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: We can sit a little longer and 
complete the Legislative Business. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN: If we do not complete the business 
listed today, then, we will not be able to take up the Bills which are to 
be passed by the other House. And, if this House does not pass those 
Bills in this Session, then, they would not become the law. 

�� ��� �	�$ !��( : MF.... 
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 �� ���! �ह�$� : AXहtB�N Je We uF MहTaB|~ JK  MB� MA�zT JFTB 
UBXहYk  
 �� �	�� ��ह(x	� : HI tedr JB gBF ÊeWK-ÊeWK `हbW MहTaPt हe dY हG k  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI):   Okay.   Now, 
we take up the Transfer of Property (Amendment) Bill, 2002. 

 

THE TRANSFER OF PROPERTY (AMENDMENT) BILL, 2002 

 ��&�� v	 y�� �%���& �i 	�z& �%�� �u� ���� v	 �&�& �%���& �i 	�z& 
�%�� ( �� 	��%�	 ���! ) : Sir, I move: 

That the bill further to amend the Transfer of Property 

Act, 1982, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration 

]IMgBLD� QP, `हbW हP SeZB X`t ह\ k Dह Qe MNIXW fNWFl JB fX�XTDA ह\, ]MJP 
�BFB106 JK  XE�D An Dह �BE�BT ह\ XJ fdF Dह tPQ ह\ We the notice period would 
be six months if the lease is from year to year, uF fdF AN� ZR  AN� ह\ We X�¯ZPT 
�KQ JB TeXZM ह\k mMAn YJ MA[DB Dह H FहP �P XJ XQM X_T TeXZM MEz हbH Eह 
JB]Z हedB JP Tहj हedB k N  That is the whole idea behind this Bill. The 
Supreme Court had said, "It will not be counted". And, this was creating a 
lot of problems. The other point was, the commencement of the period of 
notice and the time when the tenancy began, were matters of dispute. 
And, what happened was, the people kept filing case after case, but when 
the High Court said, "Notice was not served", the suit failed. And it had to 
be started afresh. This was creating a lot of problems. Therefore, to avoid 
litigation and to expedite the entire thing, this amendment has been brought 
whereby in addition to original Section 106, two proviso have been added. 
Firstly, for the purpose of Section 106, the date on which the notice is 
served shall be taken as the commencement of that period, and, secondly, 
even if a suit is filed after the period of notice is over, that suit shall not be 
deemed to be invalid. These two changes have been made. This Bill has 
already been passed by the Lok Sabha. I request this House -- it is a 
curative amendment; if I should use the legal expression -- also to pass this 
Bill. 

The question was proposed. 
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